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Prince Appoint- Negro, Whose Arrest Caused Enticed Girls to His Room by Insurgents Repulsed at San City Marshall of Blanch ard
ed Delegate to Conference
the Riot at Cairo, Was
Offering Them Candy and Vicente and Retire i owards
Oklahoma, Is Shot and
in Washington
Roller Skates
AmonT Them
Santo Tomas
Seriously Wounded

Showing Made by
County's Representatives
at National Capital

CKITIEEF

COM
GOHPORATED

Good

SENATE

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10,

PAGES

PRG'JIDE

MEXIC

A 11

Ex-Govern- or

,

AV0R3 IT NATIONAL GUARD

AT

ROSWELL HUNDRED INFANTRY Ofl

FEELING

GUARD

IS

RUNNING

HIGH CASUALTIES

WERE VERY

HEAVY

BURGLARS ESCAPE ON HAND BAR

Other Demands for Land Grants Battery of Light Artillery Will Judge D. Butler Loses No Time Victims Numbered Five and Americans Had Many Cattle Posse Frustrated Looting of Safe
Be Fully Equipped by
in SentencinSeven Con- Grand Jury Gets Into Action
Are Also Baing Seriously
and Horses Killed or Requis- Which Had Been Wrecked
March 1.
victed Prisoners.
Considered.
Without Delay.
itioned.
With Dynamite.
Governor George Curry today

Off-

Washington, D. C, Feb. 19.
the territory of New Mexico
and representatives of the people, who
hold the bonds issued by the territory
and its counties have been given a
hearing before the senate committee
which is considering the statehood

ap-

Feb.

A
19.
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 19. WilOklahoma City, Okla., Feb. 19
Managua, Feb.
telegraph
liam Jackson, the :'.S year old negro operator with the government forces Calvin Perry, city marshal of Blaneh-ard- .
a town 73 miles south of here,
janitor, who last night confessed to notifies General Toledo today that the
j
five young white fighting at St. Vicente ceased at ." was shot and seriously wounded early
having assaulted
girls, was taken before the grand jury o'clock yesterday afternoon when the today in a battle with seven robbers
here today. Prosecutor Conkling has insurgents retired in the direction of wno had blown up the vault of the
The
promised that he will be tried imme- San Tomas. United States Consul First State B;ink of Blanchard.
robbers escaped on hand cars. The
were
suggested
Amendments
hills.
diately.
Coming so close upon the Olivares, who has returned from
estimates that the casual- explosion aroused the citizens and a
hanging here on February S of two
providing that the proiosed state of
the
recent fighting there were hastily formed posse approached the
ties
in
debts
over
the
take
for
Mexico
shall
New
negroes
assaulting a white woman,
'
Nearly bank.
ws fled before they
an intense feeling against Jackson has 14 killed and 70 wounded.
of Santa Fe and Grant counties,
htu! rear.
was
Maxim
house
struck
dolby
every
y inside ol the safe.
million
a
more
to
than
been
aroused, but no puuilc demonamounting
stration so far.
Jackson told last shots. The loss to the Americans is Tlv posse pursued, and a running
lars, and consisting chiefly of railroad
battle ensued, and Perry fell.
were
bonds
of
these
that he had bought roller skates chiefly in the matter of cattle and
aid bonds. Most
Appointed Delegates.
mob was killed and four wounded In night
The robbers jumped on hand cars and
horses killed or requisioned.
inand
for
his
victims
voted in 1879 and the prinicipal and
to
child
Governor Curry today appointed
the attempt. Few people knew of the duce candy to
fled toward Chiekasha.
The robbers
them
enter his room.
interest have remained unpaid. The
L. Bradford Prince a deleof the prisoners and then
are being hard pressed and another
DENVER WILL SEE TO
issuance of the .bonds was justified by gate to the Fifth Annual Conference departure
was no demonstration. Last night
A SQUARE CENSUS DEAL. fight is looked for.
the New Mexico delegation on the on Weights and Measures, to be held
FORMER BANK PRESIDENT
the
are
officials
quietly,
passed
but,
DROWNS HIMSELF.
ground that they were necessary In on February 25, at the office of the
of Rouble tonight as
order to induce the railroad to de National Bureau of Standards at apprehensive
Example That Larger Towns in New MISS ELKINS SUCCUMBS
thousands of laboring men will be at
TO BULLET WOUND.
stated
was
Mexco Might Follow With Prof- and
it
in Pri
velop that section
Washington, D. C.
liberty during the afternoon today Hart RPrU(.H Riv v
to
it
Themselves.
Roswell.
that they were issued in tne same
at
More
Embezzlement of
Than
Light Artillery
and the feeling against negroes is
Wrote a Letter to the Newspapers ExHalf Million Dollars.
spirit in which the United States govAdjutant General R. A. Ford, who bitter. ,.This feeling has been aggra-- i
on
19.
Denver
Feb.
insists
ernment save aid in building the this week inspected the. battery of vated,b'y the fact that a
plaining How Tired She
Denver,
large num-- '
deal in the census. It plans
Was of Life.
a
transcontinental lines. The proposed light artillery of the National Guard er of the deputies who fired on the
square
19.
The body
Logansport, Ind., Feb.
state of New Mexico also wants, in ad-- 1 at Roswell, reports that the battery nl0iD were negroes. The streets are of John F. Johnson, former president outlined by the directors of the chamdition to bequests of public lands for will be fully equipped by March 1 being patrolled by the militia and of the State National bank in this ber, a committee from the Real EsKansas City, Feb. 19. Miss Agnes
school purposes, three million acres Horses enough have been pledged as crowds are not allowed to gather, city, was found floating in the Wabash tate exchange and A. B. McGaffey, su- - Leslie Elkins. niece of United Ktnfos
to be used in wiping out the territor-- ; well as suitable ground for a target The saloons remain closed.
river today. Johnson served six years pervisor of the census for the eastern Senat0r Stephen R Eking of Wpgt
ial debt. No action was taken by the range.
in prison following a confession that district of Colorado, which includes Virginia, . died at a hotel here last
he had embezzled $330,000 of the Denver, are carried out the city will, night as a result of a bullet wound
OF
committee, but the indications are j
hisOF
CHIEF
WAS
POLICE
for
the
made
will
he
GLAVIS IS ENDED, bank's funds. Recently he had been perhaps for the first time in its
that provisions
last Wednesdav in at- its
have
AND
IMMORAL.
DRUNK
population
accurately
a grain broker. It is presumed that tory,
payment of the Santa Fe honds at
suicide.
tempting
and completely enumerated.
least. The senate committee favors j
Henry M. Hoyt, Attorney General for he committed suicide.
Despondency over the refusal of
The plan as outlined provides for a
Pueblo, Colorado, Has Good Sized OffPorto Rico, Was on the Stand
It Was His Father's Fault.
such provision.
relatives to consent to her becoming
of twenty-on- e
icial Scandal on Hand Caused
committee
members,
This
Work.
at
Two
19.
Afternoon.
months
New Mexico's Friends
Logansport, Feb.
from each of seven representa an actress is given by the young wc-By Tolerating Vice.
ago, Johnson lost heavily in wheat three
Special to the New Mexican.
man s
as the cause for her sui-pa- y
wita
19.
Called as
Pueblo, Feb.
and sold his home to pay his debts. tive organizations, to assistin without ::j cide. triends
Washington, Feb. 19.
Washington, Feb. 19. The
She
had
census
studied music and is
compil-ness
in
the
started
the
supervisor
by
investigation
L. Bradford Prince, Judge N. B.
of Louis R. Glavis in the Since then he has been despondent.
all re-- said to have had a good voice. She ob- SulliChief
into
and
he-- , the police committee
tabulating
correcting
ing,
on
was
A.
Levi
Johnson
bv
t
Ballinger-PinchoHughes
Laughlin and
always fascinated
Investigation came
ort0 lhis' " provides tained a part in a play, but Senator
half of the Board of Trade and the van's recent visit to and alleged
to an unexpected close today, and fluctuations in the wheat market. At "orts- - In
in
an
the
in
tor
every diock m tne renins is said to nave influenced her
assistant
tenderloin, Mayor Fugard
in
1S97
emhis
of
the
time
Commercial Club of Santa Fe, Judge gies
trial
for
Henry M. Hoyt, attorney general for
a
to relinquish it.
created
sensation
when
declared
he
city.
W. D. Newcomb on behalf of Silver
Porto Rico, was called to the stand. bezzlement, he testified that if the
accordance with the plan adopt- - j Miss Elkins carefully planned her
he
knew Sullivan was drunk; that lie
In
oanK
one
Grant
examiner
him
Attorney
and
County,
Mr' Hoyt's
nal given
City
day
corroborated
at suicide. She gave a farewell party
personal knowledge of the .
.more grace, he could ftave.sp.ade a ed, the chamber of commerce will
Charles A. Spiess for the bondholders, obtained
v
. t.u mrn ;is r.t.
ivEili-- c
or
ohce'seiect a 'coinmitCfec of three mem-- j to her Mends a few hours before she
'rli.ui
yii!
At
in
fortune
wheat.
time
created a f aiorable impression on the
that
great
the
of
Alaska coal cases up with At
senate committee on territories yes- flee on Saturday, February 5. So ap- torney General Wickersham, and had Johnson held a large line of wheat, hers, and the Colorado Manufactur- shot herself. She jested with them
was
Traffic
State
chiefs
ers'
the
he
Association,
Club,
intoxication,
parent
abolIt a plan ghe had tQ ki hprself
to do also with omitting by stipula- which had been going down steadily.
terday and it is certain now that the
a detective to
Estate
Commercial
Real
he
that
Association,
ordered
said,
After dismissing her guests sne wrote
sort
some
dismake
will
bill
The
after
the
examiner
bank
statehood
.day
tion the name of R. A. Ballinger, as
of a provision for the payment of the take him home and put him to bed. attorney from the Wilson coal land covered the deficit wheat went soar Exchange, Retail Grocers' Association a letter to the newspapers explaining
Labor Assembly will that she ,wag tired f m
railroad bond indebtedness of the Overwhelming evidence against Sullicases. Mr. Hoyt said it was on his ing but it was too late for Johnson and Tradesto and
Milvan
like committees,
Detectives
and
be
j
asked
nanie
Delliquadri,
DeleMiss Elkins was an orphan.
Johnson said his father left a deficit
counties of Santa Fe and Grant.
own
She
.
e actual worK ot taiuug tne cen was or .
ler and Shurtz, who accompanied him was suggestion as that the stipulation of $200,000 when he retired from the
i
oiu. Her parents lived
gate Andrews, Chairman Bursum and on
Balmatter
but
a
of
made,
fact
jears
D
his tenderloin junket, was brought
Be
"J
1 he
llere several years- - The Sirf
Postmaster General Frank H. Hitchgambled in the hope ot
not
in the ban
linger's name does not
eri at the eart- Apart record many times. It appear
this.
cock are vigilant and are pushing per- out at the opening session.
recouping
was
"
expected
so
from the admissions of Mayor Fugard
that the list of
iest possible date,
that Gifford Pinchot would
left a comfr TV s
sistently in the same cause and have several other
the
7 her
volunteer enumerators can be com- - le
witnesses, among them stand this afternoon. Mr. take
a
FATHER
KILLS
THREE
secured from Senator Beveridge
father.
was
senator
Vertrees
executor
ttimns
a
can
be
enumerators
women
testified
and
the
number of red light
CHILDREN AND NURSE. pleted
modification of the statehood bill to
of her father's estate.
introduced documentary evidence conproperly informed of their duties in
tne advantage of New Mexico and the to the scandalous behavior of the taining denials by interested parties
ofwhen
the
his
time
chief
and
for
companions.
beginning
amendment of the clause so that outDE VARGAS STOCKHOLDERS
that there ever was an escrow agree- Son of Prominent Birmingham, Ala- ample
field.
side of the election for the constitubama, Mine
Then , ficial enumerators enter inthe
ment in the Wilson cases. Glavis has
Operator
WILL MEET MONDAY.
address
his
A
LIKE
NO
FURY
Supervisor McGaffey,
tional convention and the vote on the
Turns Weapon on Himself.
charged Air. Ballinger's action in
bodies
commercial
the
to
WOMAN
SCORNED.
requested
no
general
constitution, there will be
drawing up this alleged agreement
John P. Wagner, president of the
furnish him thirteen competent men
election in New Mexico in 1910, so
was a criminal act, but that the stat- Birmingham, Ala., Feb. 19. George and women to act as district super DeVargas Hotel Stock Company has
bitteras to prevent the expense, the
Miss Lottie McCullock Fatally Wounds ute of limitations prevented action on Stephens, the son of a
prominent mine
without pay, to assist under issued a call to all stockholders and
ness and complications Wat a general
Son of a Member of Parliament
it. To clear up the matter, the com- - operator, today shot and killed three visors,
in checking over the merchants of Santa Fe interested in
direction
his
and
election for county, legislative
Who Had Just iMarried.
mittee has sent to Seattle for the en- - of his little children, shot and fatally work of the enumerators.
the DeVargas hotel project to attend
territorial offices in 1910 would bring
Winnepeg, Feb. 19. Claiming that tire court records in the Wilson coal wounded their colored nurse, and then
will be 160 official enumera-kille- d a meeting at his office in the Laugh- There
it.
with
Fred Carroll had broken his promise j cases.
himself.
,'tors in Denver who are to be selected ling building at 4:30 o'clock Monday
Sharpe- Gets Collectorship.
to marry her, Miss Lottie McCullock
"I Am to Blame for It All.1
from 460 persons who took a test ex-- ! afternoon. At this meeting matters
Mexican.
New
to
the
Special
shot and fatally wounded him last DANCING, A MORAL EVIL, SAYS
1
19.
Feb.
Steph-animation some days ago to qualify of importance will be gone over and
Birmingham,
Ala.,
A.
19
L.
Washington, D. C, Feb.
CHANCELLOR BUCHTEL. ens wile died about 15 months ago. for the "positions.
night at his home. Young Carroll is
a large attendance is desired.
customs
has
been
reappointed
Sharpe
the son of the member of parliament
38
and
He
a
was
old
railroad
"We are getting along pretty well
years
The
collector at El Paso, Texas.
for South Brandon. He had recently
.
with our subscriptions," said Mr.
other two candidates were General married Miss Shark of Southern Mani- He Stops a Ball That Was to Have engineer. This morning, Stephens en-- ICE ON GULF OF
MEXICO FOR FIRST TIME. Wagner this
Been Given By Students of
tered the room where the old negroe
J. B. Viljoen of Chamberino, Dona toba. Miss McCullough is in jail and
morning, "but we still
Denver University.
nurse sat with the youngest child
need money. We have $8,200 on our
Ana county, and W. W. Cox of Las
she does not care if she is
says
James, 18 months old, in her lap. Pul- - Stock is Suffering Frightfully From lists ami I am confident that we shall
Cruces.
,
hanged.
Cold in the State of
raiee the remaining $1,800 necessary
The committee-- that represented
Denver, 'Colo., Feb. 19. Dancing as ling a pistol Stephens sent the bullet
Colorado.
a
bullet
moral
to get that location before the school
evil
the
child's
and
Senate
the
the
head,
Santa Fe county 'before the
college play through
ROSWELL'S MAYOR BELIEVES
which suggests a violation of the con- passing through
the
and
board
committee on territories yesterday, is
meets. Those who have $100
striking
IN "SPOTLESS TOWN."
ventional in morals were given a nurse in the head, inflicting a danger- . Galveston, Texas, Feb. 19. For the or more to invest in this
certain that provision will be made
project
Roswell, N. M., Feb! 19. Roswell knockout blow by Chancellor
for the payment of the Santa Fe
Henry ous wound. He next killed his two first time in history ice formed in the should hurry forward. Every little bit
Granin
a
of
the
has
mayor
person
A drop in the tern
A. Buehtel at the chapel meeting of little daughters, Mary Elizabeth, aged Gulf of Mexico.
ty railroad bond indebtedness and is
helps, you know. It is a pleasure to
also in hopes that sufficient land will ville A. Richardson', who has idiosyn- tne Denver university students yes- - seven, and Blanche, aged four, and perature to twenty-fou- r
degrees above be able to announce that one person
own
to
his
in
of
the
crasies
regard
terdaV. ThP dance Xchloll WOO tr fnl. Ihun chnt ,!mair
loff o zero was responsible.
atanV,nr,
be granted to pay the other bonded
who put $250 in the hotel has tele- .
cleanliness of the city His personal ,Iow the play at the Womans cub to.
,
indebtedness of the county.
Suffering of Cattle Frightful.
g
jt
"
one
he
reminds
that
has
appearance
,
,
Pueblo, Colo., Feb. 19. According
night has been called off but the play all."
Upon the recommendation of Delea
band
box"
out
and
"
of
Hen-- ;
jumped
a
Officer
will
Humane
to
statement
"just
be
of
W.
H.
A.
gate
Andrews, Frank
produced.
that ns who
I
put $o00
has been appointed postmas- he carries his excessive devotion and
ry O. Moris, hundreds of cattle are dy- - n lU'l
jjdiiciiig was denounced as immor- - ALL NIGHT SERVICE OF
had $1,000 or ten
they
on
thirst
the
from
ter at Pina, Taos county; and Robert veneration in an idolatrous manner to al. Then the chancellor nnirt his rp- l;ish
range
hunger,
THE POSTAL TELEGRAPH. inga
amount Invested."
Tm-ATr
mnkps llnies
amm!
H. Woods at Red Rock, Grant county. a cleaner Roswell. He gets after the spects to a play recently given by the
most
and
he
M,r- - Wagner stated that excavation
any day
Gamma Phi Beta sorority. His re- It Can Be Had at Santa Fe Now r vi the statement that even the cattle of
Delegate Andrews introduced bills sanitary officer
and marks were so forcible some of the
owners are left on the work win likely be begun at"an early
today increasing the pension of Jamin can be seen raking onup trash
Calling up Manager DeArcy at
date and that the necessary capital for
the street.
&
students expressed their displeasure.
F. Adams, Company B, First Maine paper and burning it
foQd or gheUer and tfaat 1
His Branch Office.
, .,
ho hotel will he raised without much
on
Tni
Roswell's
a
become
It
has
ho
ftia
joke
The
Heavy Artillery, $30 a month; Lewis
play contained a scene in which
ward
New York, Feb
'
f rightful unless the weather moder-- ' dfJ'ay among eastern capitalists, once
F. Sasseen, Company E, Eighth Ken- chief executive, but it is a serious a man falls in love with the wife of
and general man
Nally,
the nucleus fund is raised.
matter with him and he has the hearty another. He had
tucky Cavalry, $48 a month. He sejust kissed the wom- ager of the Postal Telegraph Com- ates.
in
citizens
of
the
making
an when the husband entered. The
cured for Albert Thomas, of the
NEIL BURGESS, FAMOUS
pany, declared that the "Special Rush FOUR MORE BODIES
interloper hid under the table.
Eighth Kentucky Mounted Infantry, Retwell "a "spotless town." "
Service"
of
is
the
superior
company
ACTOR, IS DEAD.
Chancellor Buehtel said such plays
an original pension of $17 a month
FOUND IN ST. PAUL MINE.
should never be produced by college t0 the "Night Letter ,Service" 3ust ln"
from November 6, 1909, and an ac- - PROGRAM FOR WILLARD
u8urato by the Western Union. The Almost Two Hundred Men Are Be-- , He Starred in the Country Fair Many
.
MEMORIAL SERVICES, students and he warned them against
crued jension to Jacinta R. Baldo- Postal claims to be giving the fastest
Years, But Retired Twelve
nado.
lieved to Be Still Buried in Its
(This dispatch was filed at
The following is the program for participating in them.
Months Ago.
telegraph service in the world. The
Washington at 3:55 p. m. and was on Frances Wlllard Memorial service at
Passageways.
Postal Telegraph Company keeps tele- tne editor's desk at 2:18 p. m. It the Woman's Board of Trade build-cam- e SENATOR TILLMAN SPENT
New York, Feb. 19. Neil Burgess.
over the Postal.)
FAIRLY QUIET NIGHT. Pnones In its offices at all hours of
Cherry, 111., Feb. 19. Four more
,ing tomorrow night at 7:30 o'clock:
'
the bodies were taken from the St Paul . the actor famous through his presen- over
and
delivers
night
messages
)
Song "America"
Congregation
He is Suffering From Paralysis But telephone' to all points reached by the mine today. This makes a total of 126 tation of "The Country Fair," in
PRESIDENT TAFT ADDRESSES
Scriptural Reading and Prayer....
CHILDREN AT WASHINGTON.
.latter, rendering hills for such
There is More Hope for His
Rev. Pratt
recovered since the disaster on No- which he starred for years, died at his
!
19. President Song
graph service by telephone monthly. vember 13. It is estimated that 173 home here last might. He was born
Washington, Feb.
. .
Children
Taft addressed a large number of Address ... .
in Boston in 1851, and retired from
...Dr. J. P. Wagner Washington, Feb. 19. Senator Till- - j (At Santa Fe, the company has inau-ma- bodies are yet to be found.
school pupils assembled in D. A. R. Song
who is suffering from paralysis, gurated what amounts to practically
the stage last year.
....Girl's Quartet
hall this afternoon on the subject of Address
service. Manager
....Hon. B. M. Read was reported this morning to have an
INTERNATIONAL ENTRIES FOR
a fairly quiet night and to be Arcy has a branch office at his home
the great memorial, to Washington Reading
.....Mrs. Patterson
GREAT BALLOON RACE. PHILADELPHIA IS ENJOYING
which it is prnnnaoH
rt
V?
can be
Children much better than last evening.
j as well as a telephone
ANOTHER STREET CAR STRIKE.
and
By
The senator has been unconscious reached at this branch office during
city. Justice
pr
A. B. Renehan
it -- A Tribute
19. Entries to the
St.
Feb.
Louis,
Philadelphia, Feb. 19. Philadelphia
meeting and In a.idltiat! .to h; Pri- svoi.:
Mrs. Flick for hours, however. Even should he meal hours and also at night as well as international balloon race which prob- - street car strike is now on. A strike
dent the speakers HvJhdvi"8r.i,.nfs r'.a.-eRev. Lucas recover, and there is a bare chance on Sundays and holidays, in fact, at
will be held here in October, of the employes was ordered today and
Burton of Ohio, and Lo.i
of 70a cordial jfnvitation is extended to that he will, he will have lost his pow- - any time that he is not at his down ably
have been received from Germany, shortly after noon the men began
chusetts.
' town office.)
ail.
.
er of speech.
j
over their cars.
and France.

Cairo,

111.,

19.

Surrounded

by

pointed George J. Crawford of French, a hundred infantrymen, twelve conColfax county, a notary public.
victed prisoners who were sentenced
Incorporation.
yesterday by Judge D. Butler, to varyIncorporation papers were filed to- ing terms in Chester prison, were
day in the office of Territorial Secre- hurried to the depot, and out of town
tary Nathan Jaffa by the Gilkeson this morning at five o'clock and
Hotel Company of Roswell, Chaves taken to prison. Among the prisoncounty. The capitalization is $,"j0,000 ers was John Pratt, the negro purse
divided into 1,000 shares. The direc- snatcher, whose arrest resulted in an
tors and incorporators are: J. E. Gil- attempt to force the jail and lynch
keson, J. E. Rhea, A. Fruit, G. A. him yesterday morning.
Richardson and John V. Poe, each
Closed the Saloons.
1 share.
Cairo, Feb. 19. One member of the

icials of
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1910.

IHE DAILY

Wheat

(By A.

Pansy
AIsoVAPIFTY FRESH YAST
GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
Mmmmmemamam nan
m'fifff!graw-WMWt-

Ap SEE

CALL

sun-gleam-

No. 40

Telephone

FDR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware, DecoChina, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

Goods.

&

EUIS
Church of the Holy Faith.
Early celebration 7:45 a. m. Sunday
school 9:45 a. m. Morning
prayer
and sermon 11 a. m. Evening prayer
4:30 p. m. During the week there will
be services at 4:30 each afternoon
with the exception of Wednesday
when the service will be at 7:30 in
the evening, on Saturday there will
be no service. This schedule of services will be carried out through the
Lenten season. F. W. Pratt, missionary in charge.
St. John's Methodist
Episcopal.
C. F. Lucas, pastor.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m. Preaching
11 a. m. Theme "Conscious Indwelling of the Holy Spirit." Senior League.
6:45 p. in. Frances E. Willard Memorial service in the Woman's Board
of Trade building 7:30. Men's Brotherhood Monday evening 7:30. Prayer
meeting Wednesday
evening 7:30.
Everybody welcome.

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

FRANK

tfor&cg

M'ndi.e

FE. N. M.

SANTA

IB

Undertaker and Embalmer

First Presbyterian.
Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m. Christian Endeavor at 4 p. m. Preaching
at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. by Rev. W.
C. Dunn. Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 7:30. Everybody

J. D. MULLIGAN

'ETTM'CO AT C
RESIDENOR

NIGHT PHONE
PICTURE

Given Carefu
Personal Attention

W

188

RED

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

RED

SATISFACTORILY

130
PENNSYLVANIA Y. M. C. A.
STATE CONVENTION TODAY.
Oil City, Pa., Feb. 19
Delegates
from all parts of Pennsylvania were
on hand today at the opening of the
annual state convention of the Young
Men's Christian Association. A number of the visiting divines and association workers will be heard in the
local pulpits tomorrow. The business
of the convention will conclude Tuesday.
,'i;jtj
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TRY OUR
Ground Alfalfa

lea
Also Good lot Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flonr, Hay,

Salt
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Grain, Potatoes,
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Cut Class, China and Silverware
'

345 San Francisco St.
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-

I

a
1
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SANTA FE, N. M. ft

Our old customers need no urging. To
those who have not worn our garments
weVill say that a trial order will solve

s

j

JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

We make them as you like them

Raised $200,000 Subscritpion
The
people of Carlsbad and surroundings
have raised $200,000 in subscriptions
for the new railroad to be built from
LaMesa, Texas, via Carlsbad, to El
Paso. Texas rates are to prevail on
this road, even in this territory.
Secrtary Jaffa Takes Out Big Life
Policy "During his recent visit in
Roswell Xathan Jaffa, secretary of
New Mexico, took out a life insurance
policy for $25,000 selecting the Mutual
'
Life Insurance Company of New York
as the company for the big contract
and making the deal through Willis
j Ford, the local
agent and manager in
this section of the southwest. Mr.
new policy is of the twenty-yea- r
j Jaffa's
life plan and the premium alone
would make a substantial income. Mr.
Jaffa has long had policies in this
v company and his total life insurance
now amounts
to $70,000." Roswell
Daily Register.

MANUFACTURER

There is more Catarrh in this sec- tion of the country than all other dis--I
eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be incur- able. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and pre-- j
scribed local remedies, and by con
stantly failing to cure with local treatment, pronounced
it incurable.
Science has proven catarrh to be a
constitutional disease and therefore
constitutional
treatment.
requires
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by

F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is
the only constitutional cure on the
market. It is taken internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case it
fails to cure. Send for circulars and

testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY &
Toledo. Ohio
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

f

0

The Man who buys them gets what he is
entitled to. ALL WOOL CLOTH excellent trimming and the handiwork of
the most skilled tailors that good wages
will secure.

d

j

rated

S. Soi

Snow-crowne-

West,
There I would live and die.
And on some hill where ,
spill
There let my ashes lie.

S.

When We Make Clothes

bright
Exalt fair Liberty.
The West, the West, the

Incorporated 1903.

IN

G.

West,
Where every mortal's free,
And Might and Right with Sceptre

WITH

nana

Established 1856.

The West, the West, the Rolling West
There's where I love to be,
A fairy's hand sweeps o'er this land
And sows the seeds of glee.
The AVest, the West, the Glorious

Bobolink

e

UP.

THE GREAT WEST.
Riddoch in the Great Southwest Magazine.)
The West, the V'est, the Boundless
West
The Great New West for me,
There's no such vales, such hills or
dales
This side eternity.

imperial
Jersey Cream

WE

ROUND

THE

GOOD CLOTHES PROBLEM

nnop

ONLY THE BEST

NN0PF

For every use in preserving,

purifying and beautifying the
skin, scalp, hair and hands of
infants, children and adults,

FOR HALF

PHONE 36

Cuticura Soap and Cuticura

THE LEADING

IBM'IIMlW.IHia!!!IKHltfijj

Ointment have no rivals

worth mentioning. For affections cf the skin and scalp
of young and eld that torture, disfigure, itch, burn,
crust and scale, they succeed
when all else fails.

X X X X

Feb. 19.
Colo.,
for Xew Mexico:
Tonight cloudy and warmer,
'Sunday fair in south, snow and
N colder in north portion.
Denver,

Forecast

i

u

v.

em

j
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19.

Governor

CO.,

ii
i
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Phone

COiO

IN ONE DAY

tdge on it for you.

If It's Hardware

No 14

I

e

flhannpfl

Hands

I
I

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

E1$.V2SS
Tel(
85

Telephone 85

Unsurpassed Chocolates

Leras

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
FOR SALE
ONLY AT

ASK FOR A

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

SAMPLE

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
'

(INCORPORATED)

Room 19 Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N.
a general ABSTRACT

Take

L XATIVK BROMO Quinine Tablets
DruKglsts refund money If It fails to cure
W E. GROVE'S
signature la on each
Box, 25c.

.

M.

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business

loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
9fl ftflfi flfl to
:
:
at low rate of interest
fU,UUU.UU

PHONF

o

No 14

ood

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Phone

Have It

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Does
TO CURE A

ji

avi
W oo
HARDWARE CO.

i

MEMORIAL MEETING FOR
RICHARD WATSON GILDER.
York,

CITY.

i

(Continued on Page Eight.)
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During the past week, we have had so
many of our Friends coming to us with
the old story of a DULL RAZOR, and
the experience of so many of those
unpleasant shaves. We are glad to say
that we were able to send hem away
from our Store pleased and happy.
HOW DID WE DO THIS YOU ASK,
"Listen, We absolutely guarantee to
anv person in the City of Santa Fe, or
vicinity a MODERN COMBINATION
RAZOR STROP UPON TEN DAYS
TRIAL, that will sharpen any old Razor
that you may possess and can oe operated
bya small Boy. We will be pleased to
give you a demonstration of this Strop
anyfme you find it convenient to call,
and would bp pleaspo tohave you bring
your "OLD RAZOR" and let us put an

CITY TOPICS

Hughes, Jacob A. Riis and President
Butler of Columbia University, will
be among the speakers at a meeting
to be held in Mendelssohn hall tomorrow in commemoration of the life and
work of Richard Watson Gilder, the
poet and editor, who died recently.
The meeting will be held under the
auspices of the American Academy of
Arts and Letters, and the various other organizations of which. Mr. Gilder
was a member.

DRY GOODS

DEAR FRIENDS:

oy32-pap-e
Cuticura Booklet, post-fretelle all
bout Care and Treatment ot SUn and Scalp.

Lecture at an Early Date In rea persistent demand
sponse to
Ms said that another lecture on wild
animals, including badgers will be
given here at an early date. Frank P.
Sturges will introduce the speaker.
A special lecture will be given for
ladies exclusively.
Where Was the Sun? Santa Fe
people are so used to seeing sunshine
that when Old Sol kept indoors today
and showed not his similing countenance there was much grumbling. But
it is an ill wind, etc. The photographers who like a "soft and diffused light"
said nothing but made hay when the
sun was not shining. It was great for
taking pictures for the wrinkles do
not show so glaringly, so the amateurs tell us.
Twenty-on- e
Degrees at 6 a. m The
maximum temperature at 2:20 o'clock
yesterday afternoon was 35 degrees
and the minimum was 5 degrees at
G : 40 a. m.
But at 6 o'clock this morning the temperature was 21 degrees.
The relative humidity was 52 per cent
yesterday and the weather was less
disagreeable than the day before. A
year ago the maximum was 49 and
the minimum 19, with 100 per cent of
sunshine.
It was a windy day

CENTURY

THE SAME OLD STORY

Sold thronqhout thf world. Prroa: London. 27.
Charterhouse Sq . Pans. 10, Hue te la Chausnee
d Antln; Australia. It Towns
o . Sydney; India,
B K Paul. Calcum: China, Hong KowsDruRCo.;
Japan. Maruva. Ltd, Tokto: So Africa, Lennon,
Ltd . Cape Town, etc.; US A . Potter Drue Ctiem.
Corp. Sole Props . 131 Columbus Ave, lioston.

MOR

HOUSE

A

The roughness and redness of chapped skin quickly and
surely disappears through the intelligent use of our dainty
lotion BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL and ALMOND CREAM

13

Zook's

Pharmacy
Located in Claire Hotel
WEST SIDJf ?LAZA

u
n
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WHY SO WEAK?

were in chocks and store orders and
41.1 per cent in various kinds of curKidne Troubles May Be Sapping
rency. TU, inquiry of i,x'.G. followiiu:
Yo' Life Away. Santa Fe People
similar lin.-- but
x:rnling to the
lave Learned This Fact.
deT.T.T. ,
question of pay rolls, showed
fT Pcy until
Casd.PX
in credit papvr by retail dealposits
V.'fn a healthy man or woman
i: laud
ers amount in? to f.7.4
c.
r cent.
to run down without apparent
Includes
'....v-(.uA.iiiEanks.
. .
. .
.
cae, becomes weak, languid, de- Doctor Kiniey was not entirely
Ijrrfsed, suffers backaches, headache,! Monograph by National Mowith the completeness of these
diiy spells and urinary disorders'
Hivm
rnmmU!nn
npfarv
results and laid o'li under tin author-th- e
hk to the kidneys for the cause of
i
and
it y of the com pt roller and
Interesting Figures
j all. Keep the kidneys well
tional Monetarv Commission
iey will keep you well. Doan's
"'W Ci:rH. t (
much
i
sc..:::. jri.
Sidney Pills cure sick kidneys and
more complete
of reports for
Hi "5 f?1 WOa.AirS EREAST
keep them well. Here is a Santa Fe WAGES ARE PAID WITH CHECKS the inquiry of limn. ju .sending out a
testimonial to prove it.
series ot interrogatories, he extended
J. T. Sandoval, 113 Ortiz street,
Irili quickly.
j:i Cttcp la tits
tile Hst of banks to
.
were
Santa Fe, X. M., says: "I have used Element of Danger in Times of i;ldd!v-- ed to state which thev
CAaSZ-- l CL'wS cs.
0.
S.
Li;x;:;
and
loan
banks,
Doan's Kidney Pills off and on for
D 747 a. SGaSil Ct. LOS ANGELES, CU..
it:- list
Cause
and
and
banks
May
Stringency
companies,
pi'ivate
two years and they have done me a
savings banks. The date on which
a Crisis.
Sflr?rt WITH GAHCER
world o good. A dull pain in the
hese bunks we; requested to rejw.t
extendsmall of my back, sometimes
"M"
their retail
its was .March Hi.
ing into my bladder caused me a
"Washington, D. C, Feb. ID. The )!:). Keplies .vere received from 12.-;- .
great deal of suffering, particularly tremendous extent to which checks
i;r inst it utioi of which r,.")51 were
checks 0:1. s per cent: Xort h
when I took cold. I was bothered
national
"credit
A.cn
and
other
73!)
banks,
to
instruments"
take
In
addition
htate
t'entral
division.
in
?l'o,i: j,:!73, cheeks
winter.
banks,
the
mostly
the pain in my back, there were symp- the place of cash in the ordinary busi- - private banks, Vrl loan and trust com-nes- s 72.3 per cent; South Central division,
? !,12!u;is. checks H!).!!
of this country, and the financial panies, and 7!H savings banks,
toms of infiamation of the bladder.
per cent; West'
The kidney secretions were highly questions and problems growing oil
ern division. $3.211 .4 In, checks 73.7
The aggregate; retail deposits
f
this phenomenon are discussed in! ported for all the institutions where per cent.
colored and when passed were attendi
i
v....u:.. :.. t... '
ed with a scalding pain. I never used '""-'""- "
These figures are not. accented bv
iimn.) liisiuuu in me me imtuKs were made out properl
as
a remedy that acted as satisfactory
latest ot tlie monographs of the Xa were $Ui.446,722. Or this amount, $44.- - Doctor Kiniey without
analysis and
Doan's Kidney Pills. They proved tional Monetary Commission, to be is- 279.292, or 7:5.2
per cent, were in credit allowances for errors in different
recase
medicine
the
to be just
my
sued in a day or two. This monograph
as against 07.4 per cent in lections. After considering the prob- quired and the complete cure they was prepared for the commission by lS9(i, or 22
cent, were in currency: able stntn of the lianii. whieb fnoi
per
me
to
recommend
led
has
brought
Dr. David Kiniey, of the University of and $2,S52.7S), or 4.S
per cent, were to report, the question whether some
them on more than one occasion."
Illinois, and
under the title, in specie, pretty evenlv divided be- - of the checks receive,)
tmnt
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 me use or appears
tween
credit
in
instruments
and
silver.
The
gold
Foster-Milburcashed
for
holders
instead
of
cents.
largest
Buffalo,
Co.,
actually
Xew York, sole agents for the United payments in the United States." This volume of deposits was in the returns naid for coods
Lwv kiniey supplements or the national banks, where the per- - of the checks were on account instead
States.
Remember the name Doan's and and enlarges previous inquiries which j rentage of checks was 74.7, the high- - of for actual purchases, Doctor Kinlev
ho has made under authority of the est shown by any class of banks. The arrives at
take no other.
the conclusion that the
of the currency in lS94.1oan and trust companies come next, tire retail
payments of the country
ai!i 1S96- wilh
l?r cent, but their total de- - on a given day may be estimated at
NOTICE OF SALE.
"The fact that the use of checks posits were only about
of $33,974,121, and that of this amount
Notice is hereby (riven that on the 22nd,
K
IctolM'i19D8,
of
Collector
Fran
pgainst
deposits renders unnecessary those of the national banks. The third $:)5,438,740 may be considered to be
l'eputy
day
K. OraiHlall, seized at 1'earee, Arizona, 4ti Va a
large amount of money, or curren-- ! m order of percentage is the state in checks, giving a final proportion of
pints and six quarts lxttles of whiskey,
The above described property having cy," says the author at the outset, hanks, and the percentage of credit checks in retail payments of CI! per
been seized for violation of Section 6 Act "attracted
attention early in the his- - paper in their deposits is 70 in aggre- - cent.
March 3. 1897.
Any person claiming the'above describ- lory of deposit banking, and efforts Rate deposits of fifteen and one-ha- lf
Tn a concise SVinimarv of resnlts and
ed property is required to make such clai.i ,
in compliance with law, to the undersigned have been made from time to time millions, or about 40 per cent of the conclusions, Dr. Kiniey savs in part-twithin thirty days from the first publication
determine the proportion of money, deposits of the national banks. The
A larRp, proportion of ,'hp busines ,
of this notice- H, P. BARDSHAK
or currency, replaced with checks and j Private banks, with aggregate retail !of the
Collector.
country, including the retail
credit documents of similar charac- - deposits of $867,009, show C8.4 per tradej ,s done bv means Qf credit in.
ter." He describes the purpose of his cent of checks, while the stock sav-- 1 struments
We are justified
Hoarse Coughs, Stuffy Colds,
& banks, with deposits of $377,495, , concluding that 50 or CO per cent of
been two-folinquiry as
First,
pain in chest and sore lungs, are "to find a having
.
basis for estimating the pro-- ! shw 64.1 per cent of checks. The 1hp
CDt.
trflflo nf tha
ntT.,.
symptoms that quickly develop into a
mutual savings banks show 12.3 per fled in this
of
business
done
means
ce'nt
of
por"on
by
90
o
0ver
wajr
ppr
dangerous illness if the cold is not credit
paper, or the volume of ex-- ; cent in checks in deposits of $12,- the wholesale trade is done with
cured. Foley's Honey and Tar stops
491settled without the direct use
checks and other credit instruments.
the cough, heals and eases the con- changes
of money or currency in other words,
From the national banks replies
"The use of checks is
in
relief.
and
brings quick
gested parts,
the volume of money which credit in- - which were available were received a measure by the paymentpromoted
& Co.
of wages
Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
struments enable the country to dis- - from 5,452. The aggregate amount
in checks.
Of weekly pay rolls rewith, and, therefore, indirectly, posited by retail dealers in these ported by the banks, aggregating
If you want anything on earth try
the volume of money which the coun- - banks on the day in question yas $3S,- - $134,800,000 for the week endinsr
a Xew Mexican Want Ad.
try needs;" and, second, "to shed light 623,109. Of this total, $28,846,102, or March 13, 1909, 70 per cent was in
on the effect of credit exchanges on; 74.7 per cent, was in
checks; $8,0GC.- - checks.
i lie value ol
money, or tne price buy, or zu.9 per cent, in currency; and
"The transaction of so large a vollcvel"
$1,710,398, or 4.4 per cent, in coin. The ume of our business
by checks is an
There have been several previous state in whose deposits the largest element of
in times of strindanger
inquiries in Great Britain and the Per cent OI checks appears is New gency and crisis. In such times the
United States in regard to the use of York- with 86.6 per cent. The state uncanceled balances of credit transchecks in wholesale transactions, but showing the smallest per cent was actions creates a
larger demand for
it was only with the inquiry of 1894 Rhode Island, with 5S.9 per cent, money, but the habit
of
by
that a direct investigation was at- - Thirty states show a percentage of check has meantime kept settling
availthe
instruments in retail deposits able amount of money at a minimum.
tempted as to the 'use of checks in re-- 1 Cl
tail trade. The earlier inquiries es- - of 70 or more. Sixteen show a per- "Consequently there ought to be
tablished the fact that approximately centage
higher than GO and less than some means of supplying additional
"The district of Columbia shows 51
'0 per cent of the recepits of banks in
currency when credit as a means of
the large cities from all sources are in l)er centThis currency
payment diminishes.
the form of exchange for the clearing
The retail deposits of the state ought to be as safe and as uniform as
house or checks, drafts, and similar banks aggregated $15,527,047 from
the ordinary currency, and it should
A HORSE KNOWS
of credit which are not 288 banks. The checks amounted to be ca;able of being
quickly omitted
where he is well treated. At our in the form of metallic money or paper $10,8S8,063, or 70 per cent, as compar- - and recalled
ed with 74.7 per cent of the national
livery stable the horses we rent LOOK currency.
"The large money circulation of the
like horses that are perfectly kept.
The inquiry of 1894 was made by hanks. The currency amounted to country is explained by the facts that
Our turnouts are the finest in this means of a blank
prepared by Doctor ?3.C78,57S, or 23.8 per cent; the our prices and wages range high: that
part of the country, and we rent them
and sent out by the comptroll-- 1 &Pecie to $959,806, or 6.2 per cent, al- - our people probably carry a larger
er of the currency, asking nntionnT most equally divided between gold averasre amount of monov- - on thpir
BY THE HOUR, DAY OR WEEK
to give the deposits of differ- and silver. The highest per cent persons than do foreigners; that some
banks
at reasonable rates to responsible
ent
forms
of money and instruments shown by the returns of any state was portion of our currency has been de- Your
own
boarded.
horses
parties.
of credit on May 15, 1894, by retail 88 in the case of Wyoming. It should stroyed or lost or hoarded; and that
grocers, butchers, clothiers, furniture be noted, however, that the aggre- - some of our money is abroad in the
WILLMS 4
dealers, and fuel dealers. The result gate deposits of the 12 banks reported hands of money brokers and others.
Light and Heavy Livery.
of that inquiry was that 58.9 per cent for Wyoming were only $32,995. The Finally, as our business grows, the
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red. of such
deposits as were reported STate whose returns show the lowest amount of money needed as reserve
I)er cent amonS the state banks is to perform this vast volume of busi- Oklahoma, with 45.2 per cent. Twenty- - ness transactions increases, too.
two states returned percentages of 70
"The amount of money released by
j
or more, but less than 88, while 17 our credit transactions is not equal in
i
.
.
snoweu percentages of. 60. and less amount to the volume of credit instruthan 70. The lowest percentage of ments, but must at any time be
checks in deposits was that of the enough to settle the uncanceled balI I
state banks in the District of Colum- - ances called for in money from day
I
SJH A
bia; the figure is 41.8. It will be noted to day.
that the percentages of the District of
"This demand for reserve has an inColumbia were lowest for the national fluence in determining the value of
I faal
banks also. It will be noted also that money on general prices,
just as has
Wyoming, which stands highest in the the demand for money for direct pay
percentage ot checks returned in the ment.
state banks, stands second, with 82.1
"The volume of credit transactions
All our winter stock of millinery will be
per cent, according to the returns from very likely tends to increase as pop- closed oat at C' st, and much of it, bolow
tne national banks.
ulation and business grow. It does
cost, to dispose of it bef or 2 ttie spring goods
Taking up the table of aggregate re- - not increase uniformly, however, but
arrive.
tail deposits for all classes of banks, by periodic movements. That is to
A 25 per cent reduction is also made on all
it appears that the average of 73.2 per say, the rate of increase of credit
cent for checks deposited by retail transactions, as compared with the
staple goods in stock Adoliar saved is a
dealers is not far from the average in whole volume of business, grows, as
dollar made. Our stock is all new and noth-iamost of the states. The wider varia- - it were, by
shopworn or out of date..
jerks and at a decreasing
tions which are disclosed in some of rate."
the separate classes are 'brought near- Doctor Kiniey suggests the follower to a common level when the whole ing questions as closely related to the
mass of retail deposits in the different subject of this inquiry, and discusses
classes of banks is thus brought to- - them at some length:
gether. The highest percentage of
(1) What is the amount of money
Phone Black 78
checks employed in retail deposits in rendered unnecessary by the use of
Catron Block.
all hanks is in Wyoming, where the credit paper?
(2) What is the
is 83.7 per cent.
New York fluence of the vast volume of credit
comes next with 80.6 per cent and transactions on the value of money or
Oregon, third with 80.1 per cent. The the level of prices? Why is it that our
only two states showing a percentage per capita circulation is so large, and
of checks .less than 60 were Maine, where is the money in active circula-wherthe percentage was 58.8 of de- - tion? (4) Does this discussion show
BBS
BtSI I
posits reported, and Rhode Island, the need of more money for circula-wherthe percentage was 56.5. Of the tion, or may we safely reply upon our
group of the largest commercial method of credit payments to meet
states, Massachusetts showed deposits the business needs of the country?
of credit instruments to the amount (5) If more money is needed, under
of 77.3 per cent; Connecticut, 65 per what conditions can it be best
Lumber and all kinds
New Jersey, 66.2 per cent; Penn- - plied?
and
Lump,
sylvania, 67.1 per cent; Maryland, 60
of building material.
mine run coal
Most people know the feeling, and
per cent; Ohio, 66.2 per cent; and
Illinois, 75.5. per cent. Taking up re- - the miserable state c m health it in- YVRDOtf HICKOX STREET, NEAR
tan deposits tor all banks according dicates. All people should know that
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
to sections of the country, the total Foley's Honey and Tar, the greatest
Red Phone 100
amounts reported, with the proportion throat and lung remedy, will quickly
Phone Red 100
of checks, is as follows: North
cure the soreness and cough and
ADO
division, total deposits $27,- -' store a normal condition. Ask for
345,067, of which checks constituted Foley's Honey and Tar. Sold by
75.1 per cent; South Atlantic division, Stripling-Burrow- s
& Co.
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New rViexico Military institute
ROSWELc, NEW MEXICO.
Weit Point of the tOdthvet."
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Through Academic course, preparing young

men for coilffre or fur ouMties life. Ureat
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Ml lltary School in the Union. Located
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ed and modem It' all respects.
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These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivmiles west has been throughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in the
of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa
following diseases: Paralysis, RheuFe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComThe temperature of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathfrom 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are ing $2.50 per
day; $15 per week; $50
carbonic. Altitude C.000 feet. Climate per month. Stage meets Denver
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
year round. There h now a commod- upon request. This resort is attracious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
valids and tourists. People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 3 a. m. and
contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
These wr?ers contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
located
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Ms Fargo

Proorietor.

Cilienle. Tao. County-
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& Compan

Express

i

General Express Forwarders
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HERS,
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All

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells

F' rgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
Payrtble Througaoat the United States. Canada. Meiico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

j

j

J. D. BARNES. Aacnt

j

MM

LIEHY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

!

j

LlLI

Parts of the World

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

JL

RATES RIGHT.
Don

CHAS- - CLOSSON

Gsspar Avenue

j

g

La Moda Millinery

o

SPECIAL
SALE

LACES & EMBR0IPER1ES

SPECIAL
SALE

have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and UMMR 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.

fLEASE C

LL AND EXAMINE THEM

ADOLF SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS

CO

e

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&.

e

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.:

COAL YARD

sup-cen- t;

nut

TOMAS P. DELQ

Mgr.

,

The Colorado Rational Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
AM
nta

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.

f; n. m.

Catron

Block
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TO AND FROM ROSWELU.
WHERE SANTA FE LOST OUT.
The Santa Fe Employes Magazine
Connection made wim Automobile
for February tells a graphic story of
at Torrance for Roswell
line
dally.
the early financial struggles of the Automobile
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
leaves
for RosTorrance
which
with
a
Fe
Santa
system,
story
FRANK P. STURGES,
4
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
was intimately well at a. m., and arrives at Roswell
Vice President, the fate of Santa Fe
Editor and President.
at
12, noon. Automobile leaves Rosthis
at
even
which
day
(connected and
1 p. m. and arJOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer- .
is finding an echo in the halls of Con- well for Torrance at
10 p. m.
at
at
Torrance
The
rives
gress where Santa Fe is pleading for fare between Santa Fe and
Entered as Second Class Matter nt the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Torrance
under
relief from the indebtedness
and between Torrance and
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, sis months, by mail ....$3.75 which it is groaning and which was ia $5.80
$10.
Roswe'l
Reserve seats on auto25
f aily per week by carrier
the
in
incurred
2.00 primarily
helping
Weekly, per year
wire.
J. W. Stockard,
mobile
by
75
Daily, per month, Ly carrier
1.00 ra.ironds to build to this city under
six months
Weekly,
65
mail
the
Santa
the impression that here
Daily, per month, iy
75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Fe would make its main offices and
Daily, per year, by mail
headquarters. Instead, the Santa Fe
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
main line passed eighteen miles to
The original charter of
south.
the
to
sent
is
Mexico.
It
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New
the Santa Fe, which is published in
this number, says in Section 2:
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing
"The said company are hereby auamong the intelligent and progress ive people of the Southwest.
thorized and empowered to survey,
construct, complete, alter, Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
locate,
maintain and operate a railroad, with
one or more tracks, from or near At- Returns Thursday and Friday.
chison, on the Missouri river, in Kan- AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop
to
demands
sas territory, to tne town of Topeka,
to
fetch
EDITORIAL.
frequent
enough
THE POWER OF THE
F O. BROWN Agent.
in Kansas territory, and to such point
the
paper.
Tlio nlacp of the editorial in the 'stop
Phone No. 23 Red
"But this passion for getting things on the southern or western boundary
n'.odevn newspaper economy lnis not
the
in
direction
said
territory,
done, for smashing ahead, is only the of the
Veen settled but it has been widely public expression of a personality that lot" Santa Fe in the Territory of Xew
discussed."' On one extreme is a large is singularlv rich ana wholesome and iuexicu.
John Moody, in the Romance of the
number of people who believe they that touches life at an infinite number
in
Moody's
Magazine
Railways,
him
now
do
know
associates
His
of
more
than
would get. far
they
points.
as
follows
of the building of
speaks
and
for their money if the editorial space as a man with all the variety
PLAZA
SHOP
the line into Xew Mexico:
were devoted to accounts of prize freshness of interests of a boy."
"The
construction
then
continued,
On
fights, baseball and divorce suits.
in a leisurely way, during the next
For 19 years the only
the other extreme, is a small but im- GOOD NEWS FROM WASHINGTON. few years, down the valley
of the Rio
Fe
Santa
a
first class tonsoria! parlor
Those are good tidings for
portant clientele, who believe in
on tax payers that the Associated Press Grande river, into Xew Mexico and
in aanta Fe.
page of heavy, erudite discussion
in
the
In
direction of Albuquerque.
subbrings today. It amounts virtually to this extension, as in later building,
foreign or scientific and literary
OUR NEW FITCH
jects. To the majority of newspaper an official announcement that the care the line of the old Santa Fe trail was
TREATMENT
statehood bill will take
readers, an intelligent comment on the
generally followed. It was in some rebondrailroad
domestic
of the Santa Fe county
events of the day, local,
spects so closely adhered to, and is guaranteed to cure, (not only
Nor let Santa Fe sometimes without
and foreign, with an occasional touch ed indebtedness.
lalim hair &
reason, relieve,
logical
W e also
in- - Other
of humor or irony, however, is an in- play the ingrate m me niuire tunaiu that the saying was extensively
irritations.
scalp
centive to individual thought on the those men who are now Helping to dulged in by a later generation of car rv a complete Mne of all the
questions of the day and that after all solve the financial problem for the tax critics that 'the original builders of popular hair and facial tonics.
is the highest good that, the editorial payers of this country, Communities the Atchison followed the line of the
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
writer can wish for. Says the Wash- as a rule are ungrateful but let Santa Santa Fe Trail so religiously that if
rememten-fobe
it
an
Iet
be
Fe
trail
stream for
the
skirted a
exception.
ington Herald:
BATHS BATHS BATHS
"Ever and anon some philosopher bered, for instance, that from the mo- a quarter of a mile to strike a shaland observer of events and things ment of the arrival at Washington, D. low snot for fording, the railroad
AgeUS HUBBS LAUNDRY
arises to assert the decline in in- C, a week ago of Hon. H. O. builders did likewise, instead of
,
chairman of the Republican bridging the stream where they struck Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
fluence, both direct and potential, of
the newspaper editorial page. It is de- territorial central committee, that the it, and where the trail ran up a tree laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
clared, with some show of plausibility, statehood situation became 'brighter, or hid in a hollow rock to avoid the
dis- wolves or savages, the railroad did
All work is guaranteed: your
once
a
manifest
was
editorial
at
that
there
the
whereas
that
moreover,
socks are mended and buttons
page once led, it now follows that position to trim the rough edges from the same!' The system had reached
sewed on you shirts, without
where it once created opinions and the Beveridge statehood bill. It may Albuquerque, having passed its origiextra charge.
Fe."
nal
Santa
it
point,
but
colored verdicts, it now merely echoes be giving away state secrets,
But the line did not follow the San- PHOXB RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
Genopinions and promulgates foregone should be known that Postmaster
Fe Trail into Santa Fe "its origita
consideral Frank H. Hitchcock had
conclusions.
nal
objective point." Who was to
modification
and
do
to
of
with
this
erable
today
"That the editorial page
blame, tradition has left an open
differs radically from that of thirty or that it was Mr. Bursum who pleaded
2E3
question, but Santa Fe lost out, and
forty years ago goes without saying. with him to use his influence on New so did the Santa Fe system, as the
Then it was more or less dogmatic, Mexico's behalf.
Xew Mexican verily believes, for with
This does not detract one iota from
and appealed to its immediate constitthe aid of the railroad, Santa Fe
uency with a quality of exclusiveness the credit due Delegate to Congress would have become the Denver, or at
addition
Andrews.
H.
W.
Without his consent, least the El Paso of
not possible nowadays. In
the Great South
to this, when telegraphic and special none of these amendments could have west, and the Santa Fe
might have
news correspondence was the excep- teen made. Mr. Bursum telegraphed: made it the most attractive tourist
tion rather than the rule, a newspa- "Andrews is doing good work," and resort on its entire system.
per's clientele necessarily depended even his detractors will not deny that
1
The El Paso Herald is certain that
ipon it to sum up the facts as to this, the delegate is a hard worker.
Governor Curry, who was recently the Reclamation Service is in earnest
that, or the other, and pronounce judgment upon them. In this day and time in Washington, deserves the credit of about building
the Elephant Butte
the facts are all spread before the having appealed to President Taft per- reservoir. Northern Xew Mexico is
reader fresh and hot from the wires, sonally to have eliminated from the also in earnest that the building of
'Where prices are lowest
and he makes ui his mind for himself. I'everidge bill those features which this project shall not abridge the
block
a
would
have
water rights of the 100,000 people livproved
"While, however, these and many
stumbling
other things akin to them may be to statehood. No other man was able ing in the upper Rio Grande valley.
for safe quality"
true, the editorial page still is far to get quite so near to the President Says the Herald:
"The appointment of R. F. Burges
from an unnecessary or useless ad- or to interest him so thoroughly in
and H. B. Holt as special counsel to
periodical. It the plight of the territory.
junct to a
One Resolution to Make
Hon. Charles A. Spiess has devoted assist United States Tlistrirt Attnrnpv
is just as powerfully equipped for good
as it ever was perhaps far more en- weeks to preparing briefs on behalf of David J. Leahy in the work of prose-gaging in contents and fairer in tone. the Santa Fe county cause and he suc- cuting the condemnation suit for the
What other 1910 Resolu
Its lines of endeavor have ueen shift- ceeded admirably in convincing the site for the Elephant Butte dam is
most
to
news
the
are
a
senate
is
debt
committee
that
gratifying
tion youmay make
this
people
bu
tits possibilities
ed, of course,
un- that Congress ought to provide for. It of the Rio Grande valley.
forcefulness
and
wide
its
yet
"The matter of this condemnation
questioned, albeit the tracing of the was Congress that validated it when
Resolve now that you will
a lot of time, as there are'
latter may lead one through more there was danger of the United States requires
trade at KAUNE & CO. the
many untangled ends to be gathered
subtle psychological ways than for- supreme court declaring it an illegal
as
he
with
is
up,
and,
affairs
the
busy
coming year. It Is a resolumerly. Really, the responsibility of debt and it is Congress that should of his office, Mr.
Leahy no doubt
tion In your own interest, for
the modern editorial page to the news Iherefore relieve the tax payers.
welcomes the help that has
The arrival of the Santa Fe com- warmly
columns the dependence of each upon
it means the best possible
been given him, as Mr. Holt and Mr.
L.
the other, indeed furnishes an incen- mittee "consisting of
are thoroughly familiar with
Burges
table supplies at lowest postive to the honest newspaper to make Bradford Prince, Levi A. Hughes, every part of the work. Mr. Holt is
sible prices.
the former a matter of primary con- Judge X. B. Laughlin and which was president and attorney for the water,
cern because of the great factor for joined by Judge W. D. Xewcomb of users of the upper
j
valley and Mr.
righteousness and truth that it may Silver City, and Hon. T. B. Catron, was Burges represents the water users of,
be if fearlessly and frankly exploited. at the psychological moment to clinch the lower valley in a legal way; both
KAUNE
Think it over-is- n't
"If the editorial page, in the aver- the arguments presented by Messrs. know every phase of the case and can
& Oo, the logical store for you
age, is not taken as seriously today as Bursum, Andrews, Curry and Spiess. help largely to get the condemnation
it was in the yesteryears, however, They made doubly certain the success matter disposed of in good time, so
to patronize through 1910.
the fault probably is in itself alone. of the movement to rid Santa Fe coun- that work can be pushed forward.
"The appointment "of these two
Unqestionably, the editorial page has ty of this unjust debt.
The benefit to Santa Fe county, and
been prostituted at times to base and
discreditable purposes, and in nothing this city in particular will be incal- exhibited in the work at Washington H
H
OI
!1
more, perhaps, than in its occasional culable. It will not only mean an im- oy me uweiais
Liiee; 11 proves i,mat
in
estate
real
values, they want to see the work go forward
manner of expressing itself. The mediate advance
but it will bring the establishment as rapidly as possible. Deserving
howling,
& COMPANY
screaming,
style has inevitably tended to divest here of industries, the beginning of credit is due to Congressman Smith
the editorial page of some of its erst- new and important enterprises, a for pushing this matter and to Felix
while dignity and conservative appeal. larger Santa Fe. l is a pity in- Martinez of the El Paso valley water,
The public has been so fussed at and deed, that in anticipation of this users for the steps he has taken loto forward the work."
snapped at and yelled at and bawled great, good fortune, the city has not cally
bebox-caFe
r
a
Greater
into
Santa
to
two
at in
expanded
letters, set from
No man in public life can afford to
six columns wide here and there, that fore the taking of the census, so that
deviate
from the truth very far. The
the
in
it
10,000
might appear officially
it has come to laugh and sneer in
man who is a sham will be discovmany instances where once it was in- class right away instead of being com- ered sooner
YOU TAKE
or later and then the conclined to listen with respect and tol- pelled to wait until 1920.
PAINS
which he must suffer is
from
tempt
erance, at least. Like the man who
Xo more pitiable case can
scorching.
to
is
Fe
Santa
That
be
a
snorts and rips and tears his hair in
growing
be imagined than that of Dr. Freder- to make the chilCongress every day, or on the stump, live one, can be gathered from the ick A. Cook,
unwilling to be recog- dren look pretty
or in the corner grocery store, the edi- first class theatrical attractions that nized even
old friends,
for a day.
by
torial page that bellows incessantly have been here the past few weeks. to the ends of the world totraveling just
not preserve-th- e
escape
Such
as
attractions
the
Why
Great
Divide,
ultimately achieves the distinction of the Lion and the
Mouse, the Alaskan, the storm, and seeking means to rememory of
being considered a nuisance in reality,
habilitate himself with scientists and their
Mine.
the
Man,
Yaw,
Gingerbread
prettiness by
or, at best, an evil that must be put
Blanche Walsh, not to speak of the the public.
Vffl
of
means
with
because it cannot be avoided
up
very meritorious amateur production
PERMANENT
altogether.
Xo
wonder, southern Illinois is callof the Princess Bonnie, have given
"It is not unreasonable to assert, Santa
photographs
Fe the most brilliant theatrical ed Lgypt, when one considers the spir-therefore, that journalism In general season in its history. Of course, to it that prevails at Cario, the prin
Platinum
Prints
has been lowered in its average tone the optimism and
cipal town in that part of southern
energy of the Elks Illinois.
'
highes
epresentthe
these
methods
In
by
'yellow'
fact, darkest Egynt is not
which made possible the new opera
and yet It does not follow that the edi- house, is due the credit for the awakin it, when it conies to the race hat-- ! standard in Photo-re- d
torial page conducted rationally and ening in this line, an awakening simthat seems to animate the people raphj and will not
In order, need be without such in- ilar to that in the tourist line that of that community.
of fade ior discolor
Happenings
fluence and standing as it merits."
will come with the completion of the that kind in New Mexico would be
YOU CAN GET
"I don't want The Star editorials to Hotel De Vargas and the opening of deemed as convincing arguments that v
THEM HERE
be a lot of literary essays. I want th magnificent new Sanitarium of the this Territory is not fit for statehood.
to get things done." This, according Sisters of Charity.
surpassing a steel
'
The sad news comes from Washing- engraving in softto a sketch in The American Magazine (February), Is the chief aim of
The people of Carlsbad and sur- ton that Senator Benjamin Tillman, ness and tone.
William Rockhill Nelson, editor and roundings have subscribed $200,000 although he may recover from his
1 Pinon
for the building of a direct railroad present attack of paralysis will have
Gallery
owner of the Kansas City Star.
lost
And
his power of speech.
there
"It Is one of his axioms that The line to El Paso. Carlsbad is no rich
Vierra
larlos
Star is falling in its duty if it is not er than Santa Fe hut it evidently has are some people who will say that
a
this is more than a mere coincidence.
larger amount of public spirit.
going after some of the rascals hard
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J. P1LEH, President.
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HUGHES,
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1910.

J. B. EEiD, Cashier.
FfMK HUE, Assistant Caste

Yice-Presit-
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OP SAfJTA FE.
The Oldest Banking Snslituiion in
New Mexico. Established in 1470
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

IMPERIAL LAUNOBY

$150,000
80.000

3

For Best Laundry York

j

(or-ig-

cj

3

j

KERR'S
BARBER

Transacts a general banking business in al! its branches.
on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
transfer
domestic and
makes
and
n
telegraphic
exchange
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency pub'ic or
private, interest allowed on time deposits at the rate oi three
par cent per annum, on six months' or years' lime. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
'I he bank executes all orders of its patrons in the
banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- 2
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage cf the
public is respecfully solicited.
Loans mone

5
7
5

2
3

mrii

Bev-erids-

j

THE

W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

& Co.

the Best Hotels in the West

One of

Bin-sum-

1

PAW CE HOTEL

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

L5rge Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO)

WASHINGTON AVENUE

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

ft "MtR

1

LSI

HOTEL

KVlSt3l&Wm-mKUmapmimtU-

GROCERS

d

1

i

j

J. E. LACOME
Proprietor
Commodious

Sample Room

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRESS TBE BUTTON

"WE DO

THE BEST,

pullcoursemealsfrmnoojsi

WP ATP

If you drop in at

it

HOW

S

on

o'clocx yon can get a hot

supper ready to eat and you will not have to
Our Increasing patronage Is the
wait.
best
that we merit

serving

yours.

proof

THE HOTEL CORONADO

G.LTJPE HERRERA,

Propritor.

j

H. S. KAUNE

brow-beatin-

first ClasniiJ BoroiWy

HOTEL MODERN
CORNER

g

PHONE 2fi

Pi

so-call-

'

)

V

Hot and Cold Water

In every Room

HERE IS A VERY

DON

GASPAR AND

WATER STREET,

Spacious Sample Booms
For Commercial Travelers

EXCEPTIONAL

Steam Beat
Electiic Light
Modem Batbs.

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRSCE
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FE
Don't
Fail
to
Call
and

Inspect

Excellent Assortments of
Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques
11 Kinds
of Drawn Work
leather Pillows Tops

Many

other
articles
that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30-

3

San Francisco bt.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N, M.

V

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

19,

1910.
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I GEORGE WASHINGTON HAD
MONEY IN THE BANK
HY DONT YOU

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

J)

Mrs. J. L. ,oiiS of Pittsburg, Pa., is
visiting friends here.
T. V. Manning, an insurance man of
Denver, is in th city.
Meyer Lehman, a traveling man
from New York, is in the city.
John Nixon, a tourist of Abilene,
Kan., is at the Claire hotel.
.1. F. J! n!, a lumber
man from
Manzano. is at the Claire.
H. V.. Swan, a traveling man from'
Waltham. Mass., is in Hie city.
C. E. Andersin, a sightseer from
I.n Payette, Ind., is at the Modern.
Emit P "...f' ., o.i.,i
tl Uiu n,,
i
tjr ii- U
ver. is calling on business men here.
3
... ii. Tl.,.,:i
15
imiiiri, i raveling salesman
from Minneapolis, is at the Palace.
F. L. Tinsley and Mrs. Tinslev,
Denver tourists, are at the Palace ho
'
tel.
Captain Fre,l Fornnff is at Roswell
i
his capacity as territorial parole
officer.
C. P. Fletcher, representing a hard-- ;
j
ware concern of Kansas City, is at
If Adam, 4,004 B. C, had li ved and earned $10 a" day until now,
the Palace hotel.
E. E. Shinn and I,. A. Read, two
he would have earned less than 22 million dollars.
If he had found ONE dollar and put it out at OXE per cent comDenver salesmen, are registered at
the Claire hotel.
pound interest that one dollar would now amount to $GG4,597,G04,-385,947,64O. A. Bodenhausen, a traveling man
from St. Joseph, Mo., is calling on
United States Bsnk 4 Trust Co.
business men in the city.
Lncretia T. Ross of Cincinnati, is a
We pay liberal interest consistent with
tourist in the city. She is registered
at the Hotel Modern,
L. ,T. Smith, a traveling salesman
from Denver and who has many
friends here, is at ihe Palace.
Miss Tillie C. Hughes and Miss Nel- C- lie M. Hughes of Odessa, Mo., are
tourists registered at the Claire.
(Established 1882)
Thomas Bang and H. Fuller are
Denver visitors in Hie city. They are
-j
registered at the Coronado hotel.
Miss Antonia Silva will leave tomor-row for Rowe, San Miguel county, to
complete teaching the term of school

CO.

We have just received a freshrship
ment cf SpauJding's baseball goods
which is the most complete stock in
the city.

START A

ACCOUNT?
YOU W2LL
BE BETTER

PAGE FIVE.

M.

j

;
'

CZ?

f

'WJf tela

When you want a good glove, bat
or ball, come in and let us show
you some "GOOD ONF.b"

.tin-imu-

pATI5FIED

with

i

Yourself
4nd he World

Spaulding 1910 Record Books

FOR SALE

i
'

NO TROUBLE

TO SHOW GOODS

IT IS NEAR HOUSE,

CLEANING TIME

:

,

will made old fur.
niture look like new.
All kinds of floor
paints, nils
varnishes, Alabastine. and Kal- JAP-A.LA-

S:oV"voS,B:tk,.,'

WATSON & COMPANY

ATMTCO

MVaCIM

i

EAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.
119 San Francisco

Zs"y

St.

Phone.

Red No. 189

FINE LINE OF

Carpets and Rugs

FQR THE H0USE

All kinds of furnishings from chinawar9 to stoves, and
ranges, Atsoa tine assortment .of desks, chairs, .table
aadnat racks. Wagner folding
for ihe babies.
go-car-ts

Tney are GREA.T!!

oer our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you.

Look

tpfS3asxsmnxJwfF&K$TMivw'Q I

ffi

11

(Coptic

be

.'.

nber) because the wcod is
fect in every particular and
from every imperfection of
A
,
cracks and warpings.
Crpv-tis thoroughly
00t
Beci"tv,ry.
'
lain "'cjbed, dried and shrunk, so
be absolutely relied upon
Jem
v
grpentsrs and builders, and
'
u sensible, wide-awaarchitects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
'

Will Fill Every Prescription
Withrstrictost care and unfailinnfldelity to
the doctor's orders. Too much may depend
on the medicine he prescribes to admit of
the slightest deviation, carelessness or substitution.

i

ONLY THE PTJRKST,

&
Company.
When your dollar buys the most.
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Shit
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FRESH EGGS
CREAM

KRESRKST DRUGS

are .employed. That means not alone the
right medicine but also the right strength
aud the quickest cure. Moderate charges n
spite of our'xtra care and extra quality.
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The "Wallace Club met this afternoon with Mrs. V. D. Hayes, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs, Paul A. F.
Walter, 405 East Palace avenue.
I fcave received a fine
Miss Phelps, a teacher in the public schools, will be at Denver next line of Silk
for
week! During her absence
Miss Waists etc.
Richie Seligman will teach her room,
LATFST
Dr. J. A. Massie left for Denver this
In
Tailored and Ready
morning where he has gone to work
with Dr. I. B. Perkins, the well known to Wf
Hats for Early
surgeon and gynecologist. Dr. Massie
Wear.
expects to be away for a month.
Mrs. W. M. Woody of Glenwoodv.
MISS A MDGLER
Taos county, passed through Santa Fe i
Souiheast
Corner Plaza.
last evening on her way to San Diego,
California, where she goes to visit
relatives and for medical treatment.
Colonel and Mrs. Prichard gave a William B. Prince, R. L. Baea, Gable,
box party at the Yaw recital Thurs- Fischer, Haynes, Hanna, A. B. Rene-han- ,
Morrison, Chaves, Flick, Lienau,
day night. In the party were Mrs. Ii.
Bradford Prince, Secretary and Mrs. Winter, Fred Muller, Dr. and Mrs.
Jaffa, Miss Massie, Mr. Goldthwaita Sloan, Dr. and Mrs. J. P. Wagner,
and Mrs. Bergman.
Judge and Mrs. McFre.
A Washington tea will be given by
Mesdanies Patterson, Byrd, Warner,
the Ladies Aid Society of St. John's Hurt, Bergman, Moulton, Hayes, CasMethodist Episcopal church on Tues- tle and Prince.
Misses Massif- Bean, Shewel, Jaffa,
day aftenoon, February 22, from 3
to 5 o'clock, to which all are invited. Seligman, Church, Oleson, Spitz, and
A silver offering will be taken.
McFie.
Governor Curry and party who
Messrs. T. B. Catron, Bardshar,
returned yesterday afternoon from March, Dunne, Burke and Van Hecke.
Las Vegas report that the reception
to Chief Justice and Mrs. William J. ALBERT CALL, AN OLD
. ,
. ,
AT ill..
ri
me commercial
TIMER DIED YESTERDAY.
""is a.u ii..
(jiuo rooms
was a most enjoyable affair, the dancing being kept up until an early hour Came Here in the Seventies and Was
the following morning. Governor Mills
a Jeweler Was 72 Years
was presented with a magnificent gold
Old.
watch and Mrs. Mills with a pair of
at
one time a well
Albert
Call,
fine opera glasses as tokens of esteem,
known
of
this city and who
jeweler
from their townspeople.
The presentation address was made by Court came here in the seventies, died yes72
Stenographer W. E. Gortner and Chief terday at the hospital. He was
Justice Mills answered fittinlv Tlio years oflage and had been failing in
health for a long time. Mr. Call came
reception was in the nature of a
to Santa Fe so long ago that he was
well.
Colonel and Mrs. Prichard srave a classed as an old timer. He was a nalarge and most enjoyable reception tive of New England and was an exThursday night after Mine. Yaw's bril- pert in his business. He "was qujte
liant recital, at their home on Wash- prominent here at one time. Mr. Call
ington avenue. The affair was in is survived by a widow and two
honor- of Madame
Yaw, the great daughters, one of whom is living in
singer, who numbers Mrs. Prichard the Estancia valley and the other in
among her pupils. The guests were Pio Arriba county. The funeral arinvited to meet Madame Yaw who, rangements will be in charge of the
looking as beautiful as on the stage, Wagner Undertaking Establishment.
held a large bouquet of American
Beauty roses in one arm. They were ANOTHER OFFICIAL OF DEMOthe roses given her after singing one
CRATIC STATE GONE WRONG.
of her entrancing songs.
In the receiving line were Mme. Yaw, Mr. and
Denver, Feb. 19. A warrant was
Mrs. Jaffa, Mrs. Prince, Mr. Plowe, issued for the arrest of Alex E. J.
Miss Massie and Mr. Deming. Among
state boiler inspecWhitney,
those who were invited to the recep- tor on thedeposed
formal charge of larceny
tion were Governor Curry, Former of goods and chattels from the state
Governor Otero, Messrs.
and
of Colorado. The goods and chattels
. Spitz,
Jaffa, Palen, Walter, to which the warrant refers are the
Garrett, Raynolds, Van Stone, C. Cat- records of the boiler inspector's ofron, Levan, Cartwright, Ervien, Fiske, fice. The warrant was not served
Shearon, Abbott, Bean, Bergere, Wil- tonight as it is expected that Whitson, Sargent, Crandall, Nuding, 'Schu- ney wil.
voluntarily appear and give
mann, Rapp, Ford, Brooks, Arthur bonds-- . No warrants were issued for
Seligman, J. L. Seligman, Gouchey, W hitney s deputies.
i

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
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Everything in Hardware

1

SURETY BONDS.

Ml.

ALL KINDS OF FARMING

j
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sotnine
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LADYfiS

Glad to hear of a few pupils
? for German or French
Box 446,
SautaFeN. M,

TWO THINGS THAT MADE GEoRGE WASHINGTON FAMOU-- WAS THAT HE USED THE
HATCHET AND TOLD THE TRlTH.
WE TELL THE TRUTH ABOUT OUR ROYAL
LINE OF TAILORED CLOTHING To ORDER
AND USED THE HATCHET ON PRICES WHEN
WE MARKED THEM.
THERE ARE No SETTER OR SNAPPIER
LINE TO 5E SEEN ANYWHERE AT ANY PRICE,
IF YOU PREFER To PAY SOME ONE
$40.00
FOR A SUIT WHEN WE CAN SELL YoU A
BETTER ONE AND A BETTER FIT AND SNAPPIER MAKE-U- P
FOR $30.00, THAT IS YOUR
BUSINESS.
NOW IS THE TIME To GET IN YOUR EASTER
ORDER.

PRICES RANGE FROM $16.00 To $40.00.

W.

N

T0WNSEND& CO.

CLARENDON
GARDEN

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards

H"ICE APPLES

NOW.

l

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandotte. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
KG(JS FOR HATCH INU. A few choice cockerels for sale

24 Hour Electric Service

DAY

and

n and Sftor Marsh 1st.
NIQHT
Wfee tip those daffk places SffiSotoVsJSta.'0"'
Santa Fe Water

and

Light Company
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Chattanooga, Tenn., Feb. 19 The
and development of Tenpreservation
Battle Hymn of the Crusade.
nessee's
resources
is the chief topic
On the jilains for bloodless
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
battle,
for discussioiv at the
scheduled
thin- a VP gathering true and strong.
Not only is Mother's Friend a safe and simple remedy, but
annual state convention of
lie
All
women, who the comfort and healthful condition it3 use produces makes it
Y. M. C. A., which began in this
the
have wept in silence Ions;
of inestimable value to every expectant mother. Mother's
city today. Bishop William P. AnderAt. the terrible
of this rav--; Friend relieves the
pain and discomfort caused by the strain
son, Dr. Dunbar H. Ogden of Atlanta,
wrong.
on the different ligaments, overcomes nausea by counteraction, prevents backDr. Ira Landrith of Nashville, and a
No iv
od is leading on.
ache and numbness of limbs, soothes the inflammation of the breast glands, and number of other prominent
speakers
in every way aids in preserving the health and comfort of prospective mothers. are to be heard during the three days'
No
Kroin
o 1,
Miles Krom
rallied
:M
to
have
forth
conquer,
They
and
S I A
O N x
DAILY
Mother's Friend is a liniment for external massage, which by lubricating
lie Mom rs
i.AILV
session.
and will never beat retreat,
the different muscles and membranes, thoroughly prepares the system
l
AVIiile the banner of the
is expanding
sold
at
for baby's coming without danger to the mother. Mother's Friend is
0
ID X a. Dl.
5
You economize greatly when using
p, m,
Lv. les Moliifs.
N;M.
still Haunted on the street,
Arr,
"
" Kumaldo,
6 15 p. m.
our free book for expectant mothers.
Lv.
li) 12 a. in.
Dr. Shoop's new coffee substitute
"
"
And its wicked snares are waiting for drug sLores. Write for
" Dedtoan
88
4 55 p. m.
11
It) 35 a. n.
"
"
"
82
4 35 p. m.
16
n
at) 50 a. m.
WE BRABFSELD CO.. ATLANTA, GA. known to first class grocers everythe all unwary feet.
"
"
" Capul
29
4 25 p. m.
20
11 05 a. m
Vigil
where as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee.
"
"
For tiod is leading on.
" Thompson
3 55 p. m.
24
26
H 20 a. ra
"
"
18
3 30 p. m,
11 45 a. m.
Bl
A 2."c 1
pound package gives 100
Cunningham
"
"
2 65 p, ra
12 20 p. m.
U
Cliltou House Junction "
you
of a wonderfully satisfying table
heav-- i best concealed by 'bangs' and
will
the
cups
2 30 p m"
12 45 p.m.
pierce
They
bending
Arr.
HOTEL
Arr.
u
has
H.mvv M
12 25 p. nv
3 30 p.m.
Lv.
drink. Pure toasted grains malt,
lv
ens with unitd prayers and cries, young ladies know that 'bang'
"
" Clifton House Junction
3 60 p.m.
7
12 05 p. tnLv.
a
Christenreverberated
throughout
"
"
"
be
nuts, etc., give to Health Coffee a
40
a.
Till the strongholds shall
shaken
18
4 15 p. m,
49
Sll
Preston
"
Palace.
"
" Koehler
11 06 a' mdom."
28
45 p m.
68
wholesome, and satisfying taste and
foe
the
defeated
and
lies,
"
"
" Koehler
20
4 56 p.m.
58
1115 a.m.
to concert pitch 1he sigC. C. Catron, City; C. P. Fletcher, flavor.
key
"Now,
And there is not a grain of
"
"
"
"Who
35
ra
of
slain
his
has
a.
88
68
thousands
5 50 p. ra.
U0
many
Collar
"
" Oerrososo
"
nificance of facts like these: lift it Kansas City; T. V. Manning, Mr. and real coffee in it. Besides, Health
9 43 a. m
77
15 p, m.
ones
the
the
and
wise,
strong
9 25 a. m
Lv35 p.m.
Arr.
above the evanescent fashion of an Mrs. F. L. Tinsley, Emil F. Neef, L. J. Coffee is "made in a minute." No 20
47
88
M.
CUMAKKUM
7 50 a. m
For God will lead them on.
08 p.m.
Lv.
Arr
" Mash
7 40 a. m;
to the level of a fashion having Smith, Denver; V. H. Daniel. Minne- to 30 minutes tedious boiling. Sold
60
hour
88
7 10 p.m.
Lv
N.M.
" S3
"
" Harlan
"
m
68
7 23 p. m.
89
rs. J. C. Fort
"
Thru- tiavr
r, lfiiv'a pn Fnrro.
"
7 00 a. m.
" Ute Park
bv Frank Andrews.
69
7 45 p. m.
M
of Chicago; G. A. . Bodenhausen,
St.
the
hearts
in
ringing
meat for the help that never came,
Joseph; Meyer Lehman, New York.
Now God has surely kindled in their 'hopeless niouiers ana uiiimu'.v
to the total ab- ,
Claire.
means
it
what
Think
& S. W. Ry.. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson N.
Connects with E
hearts undying flame,
s
A.
L.
oon
E.
Read,
E.
Colorado;
seeks
Shinn,
which
m.
cause,
M., 6:15 p.
And relying on His Spirit they shall stinence
with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
giorv tnrougu mans cuiuui umj iu Denver; Tillie C. Hughes, and Nellie
conquer in His name.
the
55 a. ra.
indwelling law of a clear brain M. Hughes, Odessa, Mo.; H. E. Swan,
For He is leading on.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- land steady hand, when the first lady Walthain, Mass.; John Nixon, Abilene,
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passe
trains arrive ana depart from Des Moines as follows: For tne future of their dear ones for of ,1,e Relllblic. instead of cherishing Kansas; J. F. By id, Manzano.
Modern.
E. C ABBOTT
NORTH BOU ND:
intoxicating liquors in their immemSOUTH BOUND:
thir nnnntrv- nwor anri riri
L.
Mrs.
J.
oi
Cincinnati:
T.
as
emblem
nonor
of
ttle
Attorney-at-LaRoss,
'lal
I.
No. 1, 6: 03 a. m.
llace
is'o. S, 9:27 a. m.
Onward moved by bitter memories 0r
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
Practice in the District and Suhospitality and kindness and goodwill, Long, Earl Bothwell, Pittsburg, Pa.;
x0. 2, 7:05 p. m.
the nast. whose nains abide.
Track connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C. They are working, weeping, praying, banished them from cellar, sida- E. Conway, St. Louis; C. E. Anderson, preme Courts. Prompt and careful
board and table, as the enemies of La Fayette, Ind.
attention given to all business.
t S., at Des Moines, E. P. & S. W. at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
in their weakness, side by side.
Coronado.
her home and of the guests to whom
New Mexico
Northwestern R;-- at Cimarron, N. M.
Santa Fe,
But God is leading on.
M. D. Harding, Silverton, Colo.; H.
she would do honor."
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
"What arithmetic can calculate the W. Forbes, Antonito, Colo.; H. Myers,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Be still, O tongue of cavalier; be
CHARLES F. EASLEY
sum
total of homes restored, hopes Dolores J. M. Hartley, Buckman ;
Ute Park, X. M., is depot for folio w ing points in New Mexico: Arroyo
strong, O heart of fear!
(Late
W.
Surveyor General)
clear
Thomas
Bang, n. Funer, Denver;
Lobo, See you not tie cioudy pillar that is brightened, temptations routed,
beco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes Cerro
Elizabethtown,
Attorney-at-LaC.
Estancia.
been
would
clouded,
have
brains
that
Ranchos
Horr,
Red
de
River
Taos,
Questa,
ever hovering near?
city, Taos and Twining.
Land and Mining business a specKnow you not an ear is open that will eyes bright that would have been
A.
W.
GoRIWAN,
P. J, DEDMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
this
for
ialty.
or
but
bloodshot
ennot refuse to hear?
LaGrippe pains that pervade the
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
one woman's brave, thoughtful, loving tire system. LaGrippe
For God is leading on.
cougs that
Superintendent V. Drcs. and 6en JViqr- Gen Pass Aoen
in
dark
beam
is
the
like
a
deed.
It
RATON. N M
RATON, N.M
rack and strain, are quickly cured by
RATON, N M.
Xt is for
CATRON & CATRON
O. the beauty and the blessing when ness. a torch in the Bloom,
Foley's Honey and Tar. Is mildly lax- Ulls we non01- dIlfl hllaJ1 d,v; d) yu.ve
and Counsellors-at-LaAttorneys
in
the CURSE is swept away,
Sold
results.
ative, safe and certain
Office:
Catron Block
&
Co.
That has turned to midnight darkness her lhe gentle lady of
hi,
serves the grateful by
House who
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
so many a golden dav,
And is throwing weary shadows over homage of the nation, more than many QMHBN Asaor,AT,ON
ia hero for whom statues have heen
G. VOLNEY HOWARD
wav,
many a
HOLDING MEETING.
1
odes written and paeans snug- carved,
near.
For
is
Christ
and Consellor-at-Lacoming
Attorney
ASK FOR
Columbia, S. C, Feb. 19.The
The chief aim of temperance workers
in
all Courts of Territory
Practice
All the desert and the wilderness is to cause arrest of thought con- Southern Textile Association
Speaks
Spanish
f
total
of
the
for
was
a
the
reasonableness
year ago
organized
shall blossom with the flowers
icerning
'Phone 192 Black
intelof
men
mill
the
in
of
minds
the
of
the
the
abstinence,
pose
bringing
industry and plenty in this blessed
Rooms 18 and 19, Laughlin Block
:ligent and well disposed. The guest south into closer relationship, held Santa Fe,
land of ours
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
New Mexico
And the grace of God unstinted shall at a dmner' where the hostess had its annual meeting in this city today
Douglas, and all Points in New
murmured
hundred
banished
an
wine,
of
several
attendance
with
petulantly
come down in healing showers.
RENEHAN & DAVIES
in the ear o nis next neishbor "At members from various points in
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
For heaven will inhere!
E. P. Davies
A. B. Renehan
fan'
tm
the
be
il
wont
rate
Carolinas.
long
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
bama, Georgia and the
Glory. Glory, Hallelujah, etc.!this
Attorneys-at-Ladismust
'
Mrs. Emily B. Johnson. atics wiu annunee that we
Mayor Reamer welcomed the visitors
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Practice in- - the Supreme and Dislense with mustard on our roast and N T Brown of Raleigh, respond-OCourts. Mining and Land Law a
trict
an"
beef-sensible
the
wherel,l1on
ed. Mill life in the south and the
Sundav the 20th of February
El Paso &
Office in Catron Block.
.
.
t00 much mus.
specialty.
If
taking
dis.
?
veioiiment or weirare worl. weie
we celebrate Frances E. Willard s
New Mexico
Fe
Santa
this
roast
had
saddled
on
beef
tard
cussed by the meeting in addition to
birth into another and better world.
with taxes, disrupted its a number of
country
purely technical subjects.
Every year all over the world the ir,mt,c rtitstinnnrorl its mnnhnnil flTOn- G. W. PRICHARD
White Ribbon Army keep this clay,
Us WQmen and childreilf emptied
Attorney and Consellqr-at-Laizpd
not in sorrow, but in loving rememPractice in all the District Courts
and crowded it8 jails
jtg churches
brance in triumph and joy, and in re- - and
houses to overflowingi
and gives special attention to cases
newed consecration to be worthy the
''Ay
is iulerehwjd mid ehould know
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
j wouW be wlln to- take my
about tho womlerlul
trust she left to those who should fol- thmk
For Rites and full information address
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
roast beef without mustard to the end
LMARVELVyhirlingSpray
xue new
iwvy
utri iaot ui us uii vtxi iu
pyriitfrc.
time"
Boat M ost fonven- "How beautiful to be with God," are,
.
,.
,
EUGENE A. FOX,
lent. It cleanses
C. W. G. WARD
tne tesuniony ui um.
.
ih
t
tasuintly.
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1 have
S!lld:
Territorial
District Attorney
who
of
4
Justlce'
Ask rotir drneutst for It.
lllffi,.xr
!nfflcer
A.
of her age are set.
he cfinnot Kunnlv the
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
never yet in my lifetime of experience It
no
L.
MAUVE
trances Willard wrote many grand gent a total abstainer to the
El Paso Texas.
ntltpr- hut flfirt flt.iLmn fur
New Mexico
Las Vegas,
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book SHiilert. It srives
things and her tongue was tipped hQUSe or Ja
full narf.lc.nlnrs and direntiona in mi
all
Remember that
31
Alt VK1, I'O.
valuable to ladles.
with the immortal fire of the Gods.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
have ,faHen imo Ule dark river 44 Ku.t SSd Street. ? EVV YOBK.
We would like to quote some extracts o
from
the
fallen
have
Attorneys-at-LalntempCrance,
from her address at the unveiling of
nt ,,,
p tmm the
Practice in the District Courts as
the portrait of Lucy Webb Hayes
nli,pr rf there were no drunkards
well as before the Supreme Court of
(wife of President Hayes) on March on
earth today and moderate drinking
territory.
,th, 1881 at Washington D. C She (.ontinued; there would be plenty of
GOVERNOR, the
New Mexico
Las Cruces.
isays: There are three mighty realms them tomorrow. Look once more at
of influence which the temperance
(he procession headed by a half mil--:
WILLIAM McKEAN
reform, based as it is on science, ex- - on drunkardB
dropping into the tide,
Attorney-at-Lapenence, and the golden rule, has a million moderate drinkers, tw:o mil- and Land Law.
Mining
invaded."
near(This was
hardly yet
ion occasional, fashionable drinkers
New Mexico
Taos
ly thirty years ago). "The fvorld of and behind them aU the
be
Will
Inaugurated
boys and
romance
ana
line aris, oi
oi iasnion.
men of our land and then, as
EDWARD C. WADE
"That which is fashioned is shaped, young
face the record in eternity,
shall
you
1st. 1910
MARCH
Attorney-at-Laor moulded, and the shaping or mouldI call on you to choose ,on which
in the Supreme and DisPractices
ing power of the fashionable class has
of
For this occasion the
bridge you will cross, as a brother
of the Territory, in the
Courts
trict
A
abundant illustration everywhere.
a patriot and a Christian."
SANTA FE will sell tickets
Court and before the U. S.
Probate
shoes to con- humanity, from
queen wore
adFrances
Willards
(Extracts
from all points in New Mexceal the shortness of her stature, when !(lress at
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
nnvellIng of Mrs. Hayes' por-lTrinidad and El Paso,
ico,
Offices.
women
for
tall and short went
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tb.4 Capitil (Jity atone
- New Mexico
to
forth a dispensation of high heels. A trajt
Cruces
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next is to he observed by
G
Thursday
for
on
round
a
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the
prince
wry neck and put
trip.
all evangelical Christians as a day of
W. A. FLEMING JONES
standing collars, when behold, standprayer. Let petitions arise for an
collars
Bonds and Investments
became
the
rule
all
for
ing
&
28
27
of the Holy Spirit
upon
OF SUE
men, everywhere. A lady of court de- outpouring
S. Commissioner for the Third
U.
New Mexico, that
cided that the abnormal frontal con- every inhabitant of
Judicial District o New Mexico.
and the old; that all may
the
young
Return Limit March 3rd 1910
Eastern and local bank references.
figuration of her cerebrum would he see that vice
brings physical, moral
New Mexico
Cruces
Las
and spiritual poverty, wretchedness,
misery, and final death, but if we put
R. W. WITTMAN
TAKE THE
G0LDSB0R0
away the vices we have happiness,
Draftsman
joy, riches, fullnes of life on earth and
of records on file
furnished
all
the
FE
SANTA
Copies
of
root
life beyond.
The
way'
eternal
tap
HEARD FROM all
U.
S.
in
the
Surveyor General's Office.
vice is strong drink, let every one
- - - - New Mexico
Santa Fe,
work and pray for the overthrow of
.
.
this vice. Let every effort be put
,
tjM
A I
Laay YinO LIVCS in GOldSDOrO forth and unceasing prayer be made
Joins in thC ChorUS Of Praise
For Information regarding rates
tnat the Prohibition clause may be
in the enabling act for state-for
Cardlli, The Woman's
jlced
&a train service etc. call or write.
hood. Let that giant Goliath strong
:
PASO TEXAS,
i unit.
drink be slain by the smooth stones
"
P, H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A.
from the brook the earnest, united
"The Gateway to Mexico
Goldsboro, N. C "A physician treat- - prayers going forth from God's chil-eme for many distressing symptoms," dren.
SANTA FTS. N. M.
TAKE THE SANTA FE
writes Mrs. Etta A. Smith, "but cave
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me no relief.
"I suffered with neuralgia around the
'
A
heart and was troubled at times will? my
I
head.
had pain in my leftside, bowels.
RELISHES.
icu uiigu, anuuiuers anu arms.
I
"After taking Cardui,
am now well
Lettuce and Chow Chow
and can recommend it to other sufferintr
SOUP.
women."
Mock Turtle
Just such doubtful symptoms, as those
BOILED.
irom wmcn ws. bmitn sutiered, are the
ones for which it will pay you to take
Beef, Spanish Sauce
Cardui, the woman's tonic.
ROAST.
It is at such times, when there is noth- - K C. Prime of Beef au jus
ing to show, for certain, the real cause of
Chicken and Dressing
tne irouoie, that you need a tonic, to give
ENTREES.
the body strength to throw off the illness
Short Ribs of Beef a la Creole.
that evidently threatens.
VEGETABLES.
the ailments of your sex. Take Cardui Mashed sPuds
as a ionic, 10 prevent uiness, wnen you
String Beans
feel it coming.
DESSERT.
Your druggist keeps it.
Lemon Pie.
Mince Pie.
Vanilla Ice Cream.
N. B Write fa Ladies' Advisory Dept.. Cliafta- - r
'
nooea Medicine Co.. Chattanooga, Tenn.. for Speciat Tea.
Milk
Coffee.

I
tVdJLC.
frann
iVlirUUaUU

BOSWELL-TORRANC-

E

U. S. MAIL

AUTOMOBILE

AND PA SSENGER ROUTE.
10, 1906.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Savin

Service Established Jan.
Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo,
BDd Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and
Santa Fe and all points in the Estancia Valley and "Western Xew Mex-

Passengers over 30 house betweer
these points over any other route
Full equipment of modern Cars ir
service securing comfort to passen
gers. Courteous and expert Chaul
feurs in charge of every car. Seat
reserved on Auto by applying
to
ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Roswell
Automobiles leave
daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros
1 : 00 p. m. connecting with trains for
'veil, New Mexico.
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
60 lba. Any
Baggage allowance
Railway.
amount of baggage can be carried
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv- - by notifying Company at Roswell.

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

hours, Santa Fe to El Paso, leave Santa Fe
p, in., a comfortable Standard Pullman
will land you In Kl Paso the next .morning,
rested and ready for business.

j

14

7.20

$56.90

Los Angeles
or San Diego

ANp

return

j

;

Instructions, and
book, ''Home Treatment
lor Women sent in plain wrapper on request.

Dinner

35c.

Limit, bix

Months

way, commencing
(9C OH One
VLD.VV
March lsL 1910.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY

Call on

Fe ascent for particulars, time tables
or address any Santa
Literature etc, prtalnlng to California and
the Great southwest.

H. S. LUTZ

Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

(

j

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN', SAXTA FE, N.

1910.

19,
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Mexican
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20' Years Ago
MINSTRELS MADE HIT;
JAMES SELIGM AN

A

STAR.

WASHINGTON'S EIRTHDAY IN
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

To.
day

Interesting Program Will
dered By the Pupils

DETECTIVE SIRINGO
HAD THRILLING CAREER.

And His Book "Pinkerton's Cowboy
Detective" Graphically Tells of
Them It is Now in Press.
Charles A. Siringo, who is well
known here and who was for years
a Pinkerton "cowboy" detective, has
written a 'book which will soon come

.

Drops Through Hole.
"Siringo dropped through a hole in
the floor of a building over the creek
bed, a trunk being pulled over the hole
by a friend, only a few minutes before
the mob entered the house in search
of him. He crawled almost the entire
length of the town under the sidewalk, his body at times against the
boards and plainly visible through the
cracks to the mob above if they had
looked down. He could plainly hear
them swearing vengeance against him,
and no one knew better than he that
they would carry out their threats if
they got sight of him. He finally
reached the end of the sidewalk and
then made a dash for a covered flume
at the lower end of town, emerging
from which he took a circuitous route
and finally landed within the stockade
at the Gem mine.
Time Soothes Feeling.
"Siringo visited this city in company
with James McParland during the
trial of Steve Adams. He met and
talked to a number of the old union
men at that time, and said they recalled the part he had played and that
time had obliterated the bitterness
they had felt toward him.
"Judged by the chapters devoted to
his experience in the Coeur d'Alenes,
all those who are looking for the real
thing in a detective story will find Mr.
Siringo's book of thrilling interest
from cover to cover. The author's experience in this district is indicated
by the following summary in his ad-

vance circular:
"Chapter VII. 'The bloody Coeur
d'Alene strike. I become recording
secretary of the union. During the
riot I sawed a hole through the floor

to escape from bloodthirsty dynamit-

ers.'
"Chapter VIII. 'United States troops
fill the bull pen with miners' union
dynamiters. My evidence convicts 18
of the union leaders.'
"Persons desiring the booK address
the author, Santa Fe, New Mexico, or
W. B. Conkey

Price,

Co.,

Hammond,

Ind.

$1.50."

ARCHBISHOP RYAN WILL BE
EIGHTY YEARS TOMORROW.
Philadelphia, Feb. 19. Archbishop
Ryan, who was born February 20,
1831, .will enter upon his eightieth
year tomorrow. No special observance of the anniversary will be held
owing to the fact that the Archbishop
has not yet fully recovered from his
recent severe Illness.

the

Monday afternoon, beginning at two
o'clock, Washington's
birthday will
be observed.
Some of the exercises
will be in honor of Lincoln's birthday
and some in honor of flag day.
Second Ward Schools.
Miss Gutu ilium's Room.
Song America
By School
Recitation -- The Men We Honor"
Willie Lopez.
Recitation "The Letter (J"
delaide Sanchez
Song "George Washington"
By School
Recitation "The King"
Laurence Chicks
Song "In ?::2"
By School
Recitation "Lik Washington". . .
Willie Muller
Recitation- - 'Tlirei Cheers"
n
.... Louis Martinez
Recitation- Stars and Stripes"
J. Sena
School
Song "Snow-Flak- i
Recital ion "Like
ncoln"
Manuel Pino
By Three Boys
Flag Exercises
Recitation "I Can not be a Lincoln"
Velma Parson
by 14 Boys
Flag March and Drill
Song "New Mexico"
By School
Miss Schnepple's Room.
Recitation "Welcome". . .By 7 Girls
Recitation "Month of Birthdays"
Frank Quintana
SUPREME COURT CONVENES
New Year Dialogue
ON NEXT MONDAY.
"Xew Year"
Lupe Rivera
"Old Year"
hianita Lopez
Tobacco Case Overshadows All Other "Jack Frost"'
Leonicio Apodaca
Litigation But Other Important
Recitation "This Beautiful Flag"
Opinions to be Handed Down.
Recitation 'Molly February"
Song "The Snow Bird"
Washington, Feb. 19. Following a Recitation "Little Minutes"
recess of several weeks the supreme Recitation "Our Flag"
court of the United States will re- Song "Hurrah! for Washington"
Recitation "First in Peace"
convene Monday to hand down a de..V. Mares, P. Alarid, F. Sena
cision the consequences of which to Motion Song "Clap the Hands"
the world of finance, industry and poli- Recitation "If You Were Teacher,"
Ernest Gallegos
tics can scarcely be exaggerated. The
Calisthenic Exercises. .By 12 Pupils
decision will reltate to the famous
Recitation "God Wants the Girls"
"tooacco trust" cases, involving tne
Song "Welcome Xew Year."
antiSherman
of
the
interpretation
R. Sanchez
January
trust law. Practically the life of that
B. Britton
February
statute hangs on
"monopoly-busting- "
A. Ortiz
March
the word of the court of last appeal.
the
Salute
Flag.
If the decision is in favor of the gov"We Are Little Soldiers"
ernment, and the President, the memR. Baca, D. Martinez, A. Abeyta.
bers of his cabinet and many of the
High School Building.
best lawyers in Congress believe it
to begin at 2 p. m.
Exercises
will be, the days of the trusts are
Second,
First,
Third, Fourth Grades.
out
must
of
and
all
numbered
go
they
Calumbia
Schools
existence unless Congress passes a Salute to the
Flag
law amending the Sherman statute,
First and Second Grades.
but if, on the other hand, the decision
Miss McGibbon's Room
of the court is adverse to the governRecitation
Washington and Lincoln
ment the trusts can continue to do
Katherine Andrews, Susie Xornient,
business without fear until a new law
George Speaks, Robert Raynolds.
is passed by Congress.
Washington History in recitation and
The tobacco cases are unique in
song George Willey and 1st B.
that they are believed to cover every
Class; Rojerio Duran and 1st A
trust Class; Dana Pankey and 2d Grade,
phase of the
The suit was brought by Recitation
problem.
Six Girls
the United States against the Ameria
Annie Segura, Charlotte Elliott,
can Tobacco Company and involves
Carlson, Katie Attebury, Eugenia
the question of whether that comparMiller, Irene Axtell.
and its related concerns are combina- Song George Washington
School
tions in restraint of trade, and wheth- Recitation and Song
er, under the Sherman law, they
Frances Mayes and School
should be put out of interstate trade
Third Grade.
and their intercorporate relations terMrs. Fletcher's Room.
minated. If the supreme court conName of
"We Sing the
strues the law broadly, and stands Song
By School
Washington
by the opinion rendered by Judge
Cecil Klotz
"The
Flag"
of the circuit court for the
I Were Washington"
southern district of New York, bring- "If
Xorman Fiske
con'
ing within its provisions "any
Soldiers"
Tin
"Ten
Little
tract or combination whose direct efBeacham
Arthur
fect is to prevent the free play of
J. Crichton
competition and thus deprive the "The Flag Goes By"
"Like
George
Washington"
numof
services
of
the
any
country
W. Beck nun
ber of independent dealers," or read
Stars
"The
and
deciStripes"
the
of
the
the
letter
law,
only
Clarence Harlow, Clark Bradley,
effect.
sion will have a
Warren Blanton, Frank Cloen
deof
a
the
consequences
Politically
cision either way must be momentous, Song "Flag of the Free". By School
Fourth Grade.
especially so as to the majority party
Miss Hancock's Room.
in the event of the defeat of the government.
Political leaders
here, Song Flag of Our Nation
Fourth Grade Pupils
closely reflecting the mind of leaders
of industry, express the more or less Recitation February Tweny-secon- d
Chaves Armijo
vague hope that the court, should its
judgment sustain the government, Recitation Washington
will, in handing down its decision,
Margaret McBride
point out some measure of that relief Song Hurrah! for iWashington. . .
which from any point of view apSeven Girls
pears outside the possible range of An Epitaph on Washington
legislation.
Arthur Alarid
Just when the decision will be ren- Recitation A King. .. .Jesse Maverty
dered no one knows, as the supreme Song Passing Soldiers
Five Boys
court is a law unto itself. It may Recitation Washington's Glory . . .
hand down its opinion Monday, or it
Irene Willey
may defer it for weeks or months. Song The Patriots' Pledge
In this connection an interesting
Fourth Grade Pupils
complication may be cited. The su- Song America
By School
preme bench is composed of nine
Fifth Grade.
members, but one of its members is
Miss Sweet's Room.
debarred from sitting in this case.
The following exercises will take
That member is Justice Moody who,
at 3 m.:
as attorney general, initiated proceed- place Xewp.Mexico
Fifth Garde
Song
ings against the tobacco trust. He New Mexico Quiz
Fifth Grade
is at present kept away by illness,
The Legend of Montebut even if he were well enough to Recitation
:
zuma
...lames Raynolds
attend he could take no part in the
decision in the tobacco case as a jus- Recitation October in the West.
Dorothy Linney
tice who prior to his elevation to the
Gordon Saunders
bench was an attorney for one of the Piano Solo
Walitigants is of course not permitted Recitation When the 'Cequa
Jose C. Sanchez
ters Flow
to pass upon the case in which he had
Recitation Love of Country
an interest.
Ruth Townsend
Justice
Moody's
disqualification
Seventh
Grade.
and
Sixth
leaves the bench with an even numRoom.
Miss
Phelp's
and
that
circumstance
has
ber,
given
rise to a, good deal of discussion. Or Song America. . . ,
Sixth and Seventh Grades
recent years nearly all of the import. .Arthur Gallup
of
Life
Washington.
ant decisions involving great constitutional questions have been decided The Banner of the Tree.
Joseph Bulger
by a divided bench of five to four.
Now with only eight judges on the Duet. . .Nellie Nusbaum, Ruth Moore
'bench there might be an even division Washington's Glory. . .Anita Wientge
which would be regarded as extreme- George Washington. . .Myrtle Rendon
Rosa Frankey
ly unfortunate. To prevent that and Violin Solo
to give some of the justices time for
Eight Grame and Freshmen.
further consideration Is one reason
Miss Elliott's Room.
why the momentous decision may be Song
By School
Years After A
delayed for some time.
Reading Fifty
'

much-discusse- d

I
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Washington's Birthday on Tuesday
Will Cause Suspension of Busi- ness Wedding of Marie Logan.
"Cawaret are certainty fins. I cave
friend
one when the doctor was treatinir tiim for cancer
J'.i
he
M AN 1 EI)
ot the stomach.
" aslnngtoii, 1). ( ..
Dressmaker or seam-foii- r
The nezt morning be passed
He then (tot a box 1'nited States supn-ln.- '
pieces of a tape worm
court, when itistiv-Vidros Mrs. Rupert F. Asp-long. It was Mr. Matt Freck. ot MillerburR. I convenes Monday, will be the center linn!. L'1'4 (Irani avenue,
i??ff w',Tker(orCS; "f interest for :he ( !,!!:. nation, owing
tru .
.or most any disease caused by impure blood." to the fact that th- - high.-sFOR RENT Furnished rooms for
tribunal
c. vonuon, i,ewtsiou, ca..
Co.;
may decide to nan.! down at once li :hi housekeeping, southern expos- Pleasant. Palatable, Potent. Taste Good.
its momentous decision in iho "tohac- - in
It Gtiadalupe street.
I)o imoii. Never Sicken. Weaken or Gripe.
co trust
1110111:11
case.
in.tobacco
10c,25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. Thesena-in- e
tablet stamped C C C. tiunranteed to
or
FOR LKASK.
case overshadows ail else, tin re will
years. ," room
cure or your money back.
921
house. wi:h 1
all in fruit.
be numerous other imnoriant cas.-teres,
i
E. Michael, real estate.
Tin- ( hai
of coio-!o come no
thiy
Reverie
Doroiliy Townsend Standard Oil appeal is to be arsi.-- . in
Recitation
Lincoln's (loitysburg
To
rent two to livo
WANTi:i
March and the suits brought to
Address
Misusi. iuinganuith,. constitutionality of the con.ora- - arrt's, suitable for raisni'j chickens.
Pbiio Duet.
tion tax will also be heard. A num- Homy Miller, "II San Ftancisco St.
.Eleanor Jaffa and Dorothy Safford ber of important rate cases from the
Lincoln Exercises
',v Six Bovs
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
west and south are also on the docket
Recitation True Heroism
Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Santa
for early hearing.
Daisy S liat'ranka
After nearly three years spent, in Co., maps aitd prices at Charles E.
Recitation
Dornihy Hayward 'the examination of witnesses for both Michael. Real EMate.
S('tiy
By Boys of School sides, the suit, brought by the govern- . acres
FOR SALE
level land,
Song Star Spangied Banner
mem to break up the alleged jmthra- Socorro
the
under
ditch. It; miles
By the Fifth Grade cite coal trust is to come
ar
for
up
per acre on
Following is the program of the gument in the United States circuit cast of El Paso, Tex..
terms. Charles E. Michael, Real
Junior class of the High School:
court, at Philadelphia Monday.
Recitation "Birthday of Washington"
Public affairs and much private busJosephine
Cunningham
iness will be suspended Tuesday while
-TRAVELING .MEN are earning
Essay
(jeorge Washington"
the nation pays its customary tribute from $.") to $10 per day
lolin Windsor
carrying our
to the memory of Washington on the pocket side line. For
Recitation "Tile American Flag"
particulars ad- :;oS
Felicitus Kaune anniversary of his birth. President j, !rPSS 2mh century Mfg. Co.,
wils St., Chicago.
Recitation "Crown Our Washington" Tafl will take advantage of the holito deliver two addresses in which
Dorothy Griffin day
ls 0XPo(,,p,i 10 nmner outline nis
'
'Abraham Lincoln"
Essay
"II w and Where to Sell Mann-Pric"or-Harnbi mei.henJ views in regard to several of the great M'il.
Contains much
'
Io
l
rilL' 1,1
tin u...
lil'cf
rt t""
moi. ndrhiACO
Recitation "Olv, Why
auiii tno goo, advice am r.no addresses of
Should
i""1""""
the ntVl
will be delivered in Xew York City t
wno )H1V
Spirit of Mortal Be Proud"
Write for circular.
Nellie Friday Tuesday night and on the following Cochrane Publishing Co 277 Tribune
Pa Iter
Nellie Harrison day he will be heard at the board of Building. New York,
Parents and friends are invited to trade banquet in Newark.
the above exercises.
An event of interest to society will
X
.(IHt a voir for lornl
rdhif.intQ.
be the wedding of Miss Marie Louise fives; last year 7,77
agents made over
A.
Mrs.
John
l.ogan, daughter of
RETIREMENT OF REAR
$l."j00 each selling our wonderful evADMIRAL URIEL SEBREE. logan, Jr., and Mons. Henri de Sincay erlasting cooking utensils; an excel- of Belgium, which is to take place lent, proposition for high class
agents;
American Aluminum
Native of Missouri, His Career, Has Wednesday in the chapel of St. Pat- write tonight.
rick's Cathedral in New York.
Been Marked By Many Brilliant
Mfg. Co.. Dept. A, Lemont, 111.
Events, of the week in Canada will
Achievements.
include the assembling of the Nova
In sickness, if a certain hidden nerve
Washington. D. C, Feb. 19. After
having served in supreme command ocoua legislature, me meeting ot me goes wrong, then the organ that this
in nerve controls will also
Forestry Association
of the United States Pacific fleet for Canadian
surely fail.
nearly three years, Rear Admiral Fredericton, the opening of the annual u may be a Stomach nerve, or it may
Uriel Sebree will haul down his flag automobile show in Toronto, and the have given strength and support to
at San Francisco tomorrow and relin- annual meeting of the Dominion Ritle the Heart or Kidneys. It was Dr.
Shoop that first pointed to this vital
quish his duties to his successor, Association in Ottawa.
Dr. Shoop's Restorative was
Rear Admiral Giles B. Harber, who
Tn the foreign field chief interest truth.
has been commanding the third squad- will center in the opening of the new not Hin(1e to dose the Stomach nor to
ron of the fleet. The change is due parliament by King Edward at the be- - temporarily stimulate the Heart or
to the fact that Admiral Sebree will ginning of the week. The
method
budget is Kidneys. That
become sixty-twyears of age to- expected to occupv a week or ten ls a11 vronR- Dr. Shoop's Restorative
l
morrow, and, therefore, under the
davs, and the debate on the speech goes directly to these failing inside
nerves, i ne remarkable success of
be relegated to the retired list. from the throne
probably will take
Admiral Sebree's
career in the longer than that, so that it will be this prescription demonstrates the
navy lacks but three years of cover- the middle of March at. least before wisdom of treating the actual cause
of these failing organs. And it is ining half a century. Born in Missouri the
issue the governdeed
to
A simple five or
in 184S, he entered the United States
ment's scheme for dealing with the ten easy test prove.
will surely tell. Try it
naval academy in 186:5 and graduated
days
House of Ixirds' veto comes up.
once, and see! Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
four years later.
His career since
Co.
that date has been marked by many
events
brilliant
and
interesting
achievements.
He was an ensign on
the ship that brought "Boss" Tweed
SOCIETIES.
The Stevenson-Tru- e
Case.
back a captive from Spain, where the
Santa Fe, N. M.. Feb. 1!).
notorious boodler had sought sanctuMASONIC,"
Editor
the
New Mexican:
of
ary. He was executive officer of the
Whilst I don't charge any one with
Baltimore when she carried John
Montezuma Lodge No
Ericsson's body back in state to his trying to trifle with the truth, nori
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
native Sweden, and he was also a hvith trying to make any capital by
ular communications
member of the expedition that went mistakes or misinformation, I owe it.
first Mondny of each
north under Captain Schley to rescue 1)0,h to my clients, the Trues, as
?t month a Masonic halt
the Greely exploration party. He was;Vv'ell as myself to ask you to make a:
'
in the thick of the riots in Valparaiso, correction to the statement made in; It
II. H. DORMANT,
'
Chile, when a number of American yesterday's paper about Mrs. Steven- Acting Master.
'
8011
sailors were killed and wounded, and
having succeeded in getting the Alj vx R McCORD Secretary
it was he who was the American gov- - three parcels of land in dispute." The
ernor of Samoa in the ticklish days,trutn is that she only got three (two
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
ot which were not directly in issue)
of 1901.
R. A. M.
Regular con- Mrs.
True
and
four
Admiral Harber, who succeeds Adgot three of the
vocation
second
Monday of
Parcels which were directly in issue,
ZJJS,a
miral Sebree as commander-in-chie- f
eacn monin ai luasonic
of the Pacific fleet, was recently given The court charged my clients with the
n m
Hall at
an additional number to his grade, f'sts in the case and to that ruling
'wasfi
I
and
will
been
advanced for eminent. excepted
likely appeal,
having
I" 11le case of Mrs. F. D. True vs. ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
and conspicuous conduct
in battle
during the war with Spain. He is Mrs. Stevenson for services, etc., Mrs.
from Ohio, and entered the navy in True got about half the amount claimSanta Fe Commandery No.
1X63.
He is succeeded in command ed and the court allowed Mrs. Stev1, K. T. Regular conclave
Mondav in each
fnurth
of the third squadron of the fleet by enson's counter claim to the extent
Rear Admiral John Hubbard, former- of covering Mrs. True's allowance,
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
ly naval aid to the assistant secretary and also charged us with the costs.!
To this judgment, etc., I excepted also,
of the navy.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
and it will more than likely go up to W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
If you would have a safe yet certain, the supreme court, with the other case.
Cough, Remedy in the home, try Dr. The case of Mrs. Randall vs. Mrs.
Sauta Fe Lo(jge 0f Perfection No. 1
Shoop's at least once. It is thorough- Stevenson was dismissed without pre- - 14tn degree. Ancient and Accepted
ly unlike any other Cough prepara- jlldice.
SnrvtH'sh T?ito nf Free MnsnTirv mepts
'
Yours respectfully,
tion. Its taste will be entirely new
on the third Monday of each month
B. M. READ.
to you unles it is already your fav'at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
'
orite Cough Remedy. No opium,
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
chloroform, or any other stupefying
"Our two children of six and eight Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are
ingredients are used. The tender
have been since infancy subject dially invited to attend,
leaves of a harmless,;
to colds and croup. About three years
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
mountainous
shrub,
Venerable Master,
give to Dr. ago I started to use Foley's Honey
Shoop's Cough Remedy its wonderful prevent and cure these troubles. It is HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
curative properties. It. lis truly a and Tar, and it has never failed to
Secretary.
most certain and trustworthy pre- the
medicine I can get the child- only
Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
scription.
ren to take without a row." The '
p D. E.
& Co.
above from W. C. Ornstein,
Green
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
Bay, Wis., duplicates the experience holds its regular session on the sec-o- f
NATIONAL MOTOR BOAT SHOW
thousands of other users of Foley's ond and fourth Wednesday of each
AT MADISON SQUARE GARDEN.
and Tar.
Honey
It cures coughs, month. Visiting brothers are invited
New York, Feb. 19. The possibilicolds and croup, and prevents bron- - and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP,
ties of the motor boat for pleasure, chitis and
Exalted Ruler.
pneumonia. Sold by Strip- - J. D. SENA,
sport and business are comprehensive& Co.
Secretary.
ly illustrated at the national motor
boat show, which opened in Madison
Square Garden today and will continue
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
through the coming week. The exhibition this year is especially notable
for the number of luxurious pleasure
crafts displayed, some of the most
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL AND EL PASO AND
SOUTHWESTERN
ones being priced as high as
I

i
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PINKERTON

from the press. It tells of the thrilling events which he lived through
often with a narrow escape from
death. A recent issue of the Daily Idaho
Press, published at Wallace, Idaho,
tells of Mr. Siringo's work in Idaho
and especially in the Coeur d'Alene
district and declares that Mr. Siringo's
book now in press will doubtless give
startling inside information about the
great strike in 1892 and resultant
riots.
'Says the Press:
"Under the name of C. A. Allison,
Siringo was sent to this district by
Pinkerton's to get in touch with the
miners' union, prior to the impending
trouble. He obtained employment in
the Gem mine and was soon made secretary of the Gem union. Gem was
the headquarters of the central union
at that time, and Siringo was therefore enabled to keep posted on all the
His idendoings of the organization.
tity was not discovered until the outbreak occurred at Gem, when the
Frisco mill had been blown up and
the Gem mine was in a state of siege.
In some manner the union men discovered that he was a detective and
they went in search for him, all armed
and so thoroughly enraged that no
power on earth could have saved Siringo's life if they had found him.

of

Ren-

Various Grades.

attention they merit Hence in the
'present Congress, there is unanimity
among the western and southwestern
delegations that bode of good results.
The securing of a deep harbor on the
Texas coast, the reclamation oi aim
land enterprises, the advancement of
silver's interests, the removal of the
T'tes from southern Colorado, the
checkmating of the scheme to transfer Geronimo's Apaches to the Indian
Territory, the abolishment of the
Mexico free zone and the adoption of
measures looking to trade reciprocity
with Mexico all these projects
a large share of attention
in Congress are frought with southwestern interests and the chances are
excellent for wholesome legislation
all the subjects here enumerated.
With Xew Mexico and Arizona as
states the prosperity of the southwest would be further enhanced by
the presentation of a solid phalanx
when ever anything came up in Congress affecting the welfare of this
section of the country.
For instance, what admirable work
Xew Mexico could do at this time if
things is that the southwestern inter- she had a state's quota of representaests have not in the past received the tion in the hall of Congress.

Sheriff C. A. Robinson of Socorro,
who stands at the top of the list as
the best collector in the Territory, is
in the city on business.
Arrangements are in hand for a
grand ball at Karmingt.on in honor of
Washington's birthday.
The total taxable property value in
San Juan county is $G6"i,22S.70, which
isn't bad.
Mo.,
Chris. Hagen of Marshall,
drank coorosive sublimate for whisky and will die.
Pan American delegates bought
$1,000 worth of books from Canvasser
Thomas Reed under the impression
that he was the speaker.
Statehood Editorial.
is
developing
The
southwest
strength in Congress. The day has
gone when the east, the central west
and the northwest section of this
great country, aye, even the south,
can secure the benefits of all the legislation going. The Congressional
delegations from Colorado, Kansas
Texas and California seem to have
learned a thing or two in the past few
year, and not the least of tliese
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$10,000.

lipnvinir Snntft Fe 8,4 a. in.
HI l'aso 10,40 p. n..

Arriving

This Will Interest Wotlers
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, a Certain relief for Fever-ishnesBad Stomach,
Headache,
Teething, Disorders, move and regulate the Bowels and destroy Worms.
They break up colds In 24 hours.
They are so pleasant to the taste and
harmless as milk. Children like them.
Over 10,000 testimonials of cures.
They never fall. Sold by all druggists,
25c.
Asy today. Don' accept any

substitute.

RETURN' I N1
Kl Piisog OOn. in.
ntf Santa Ke 9.45 p. m.

Leaving
A ll i
i

Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif , ard
points in Somhern New Mexico and Arizoia on Southern
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.

QUICKTIME TO ALL POINTS EAST
Will leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
at Kansas City 5 50 p. m next day
Train No. 4 Arrive
Arrive at Ohieairo

8.20

a. m. 2nd dny

E. P. & S. W. and Rock Island trains carry Standard
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Co9ahes

J.P.LYNG,

Olty Freight 4 Passenger Agent

T- -

1

THE SANTA

PAGE EIGHT.

4

No.

(Continued

per lb

From Page Two.)

of dinners at the Palace
hereafter will be 75 cents.
Cowboy Goes Violently Insane
Thomas Beezley, a cowboy 21 years
old of Colfax county, was lodged in the
territorial asylum for the insane at
has Vegas yesterday. lie was violent-

Price

GROCERY AND 15AKERY
NICE FRESH TOMATOES

XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X. M.

Minor City Topics.

CASH

4

NO

JE

15c.

ly

mass.
FOIl SALE Health
Miss Murtler's Ad Attention is callInquire Mrs. Flavio Silva, 105 Han- ed to the change of ad of Miss A. Mug-T- i
cock street.
t. the milliner, in today's issue.
Died Suddenly Former Mayor BenTrsin Reports The Denver & Rio
jamin F. Hammet.t, of El Paso, died (;rami? trains are reported six hours
suddenly at Los Angeles. A few min- late and the New Mexico Central
utes before his death he complained train is on time.
of feeling nervous and death came
without further warning.
LAYMEN'S MISSIONARY
Toadies tailoring,
gowns
evening
MOVEMENT AT DALLAS.
and wraps, by a modiste, 107 Johnson
A
10.
four
"Dallas,
Texas, Feb.
Street.
conference
of
the
Laymen's
days'
Inauguration Committee A meetMovement was formally
ing of the inauguration committee is Missionary
in
Dallas
this afternoon with
opened
on
to be held
Monday afternoon at a
honor
in
of Prince Yun,
reception
four o'clock in the office of Mayor
and other notJ.
White
Rev.
Campbell
Jose 1). Sena at the Capitol, to make ed
who are to address the
evangelists
the final arrangements for the inaugugathering. Delegates from all over
ral exercises.
southwest are here to attend the
the
Service to El Paso The New Mexwhich promises to be one
conference,
anico Central railroad officials today
of the most notable of its kind that
nounce in an advertisement the time has been held in this country.
of departure and arrival of their "day
light" train to and from El Paso. At- MINNESOTA PRIMARY LAW TO
tention is also called to the quick time
BE TESTED IN THE COURTS.
they make to eastern points.
Minneapolis, Minn., Feb. la. Judge
Child Burned to Death "The year John
Day Smith listened to arguments
and a half old son of Francisco
in the mandamus proceedings to comliving on the east side of the pel the auditor of Hennepin county
river, was burned to death last week. to place the name of David Morgan,
It was playing near the fire when its congressional candidate of the public
clothing was caught by the flames and ownership party, on the primary balbefore any one saw it the burns were lots without the payment of the usual
fatal." San Marcial Standard.
fee of $10. The action is to test the
Convict Killed at Silver City Edu-ard- o validity of the primary law clause reVigil, a penitentiary convict, was quiring the filing fee. The entire pubkilled while at work on the territorial lic ownership party of Minnesota is
road between Silver City and Mogol-lon- . behind the test
A wagon load of wood turned
over on him and crushed him. His
NOTICE.
home was in Socorro county where
Notice is hereby given that a meethe leaves a wife and five children. He ing of the Democratic central commitwas serving a three year sentence for tee of the
city of Santa Fe, X. M.,
assault since last September.
will be held on the 2nd day of March,
Waited Long for Train Passengers 1910, at the office of Hon. N. B. Laugh-lifrom Taos and other points over the
at 10 a, m.
Denver and Rio Grande, complain that
All Democrats and persons interestnot only had they to wait from early ed in good city government are cormorning until late in the evening at dially invited to attend.
Barranca for the passenger train, but
FRAXK OWEN,
they could not get definite informaChairman.
tion as to the exact hour when the pasALFERDO DELGADO, Sec'y.
senger train would be along. Had they
known what a long wait was before
WANTED Houses to build by the
them, they would have walked the day or contract. Prices reasonable.
seven miles to Embudio where there is
"T.," this office.
an eating house, while at Barranca Apply
there is nothing but the depot.
Four Deaths at Albuquerque Mrs.
Petra Sais, daughter cf Mr. and Mrs.
Antonio Abeyta of Socorro, died yesMONEY AND METALS.
New York, Feb. 19. Call money
terday after an operation at St. Joseph's Sanitarium at Albuquerque. Her nominal; prime mercantile paper 4 2
husband and four children survive.
5; Mexican dollars 44;' AmalgamatAtchison 1151-2- ; New York
Robert Altwasser, a passenger on San ed 76

THURSDAYS

FISH

Hall CofHarrington
75
fee, 2 lbs
"White House Coffee, 21b. .75
Dates, new & fresh, 21b. .25
New Seeded Raisins lib .10
Kecleaned Currants lib. .10
Best Patent Flour, sack $1.65
Corn .Meal 241b. sack .. .65

Bananas, per doz
Fresh Kansas Eggs, doz .uU
Fresh Estancia Eggs, doz :"
2"
Best Lemons, doz
doz
$1.10
Fruit,
Grape
Oranges, Navels, 25c lo Z
Sweet Potatoes, lb. . . .)."
2"
Potatoes, 14 lbs
P."

35c. lb. Merritts Best Butter 35c. lb.
Extra

Good
Tomatoes,
25c
No. 3's, 2 for
Sweet Corn, per can . .10c
15 to 35c
Canned Fruits.
10, 15, 20, 25c
Salmon

Soap
Six bars
Soap
14

$1.00

C,

25c

Pearl

White
25c

Hardwater

Castile

Three Dutch Cleansers.
Nos. 1 and 2 Lamp
neys, 2 for

.

25c
.25c
15c

Il4

& DYE WORKS

FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING

WE CLEAN. PRESS AND REPAIR

WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS, OPERA

LADIES

CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES

AND

GENTS

CLOTHES

TIES. PARASOLS.

OLD HATS MADE NEW.

SAT IS

FACTION" G

IA

KA

SATISFACTION

popular prices

Plaa:

MARKET REPORT

ASSUMED
EOPORE

FIRST CUSS CORRICK'S HACK LINE

I

ETC.

East Side

Phone 132 Red.

RRIUK..

Fifty Years

i&ffll

Standard

Hie

d

n

PRICES REASONABLE

XTE K!.

Igli

!

i

I

iI

A

Made from Grapes

ggp

Makes the food of

IWIil

superior heatthfulness
and finest ouaUty

Gal-lego- s,

Chim-

F. ANDREWS

PARISIAN CLEANING
--

4c
25c

Soap

1909 Walnuts, per lb. . ..20c
Ripe Olives, pt. can . ..20c
Turnips, beets, carrots,
4c
per lb

PtaBli

Parsnips,

per lb.
Nine bars Teepe Soap
Seven bars Diamond

Columbian Milk, 3 for
1.00
25c, thirteen for
Creen Chile. 2 for 25c,

thirteen for

and

Cabbage

ta Fe train Xo. 9, died suddenly
while the train was pulling into Albuquerque last evening. He was a native of Russia and was en route from
Oklahoma City to San Francisco. William Ploeger, who married Miss Ruth
C. Millette at Albuquerque recently,
died at Ellensburg, Wash., from tumor
on the brain. Mrs. Richard Powers
died alter a brief illness and the funeral took place yesterday afternoon,
Father A. M. Mandalari officiating at

i:v-an-

merry-go-roun-

FRESH

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1910.

Prop

Buggies and Saddle Horses

1--

g2

3fH

0M

7.90; Texas steers $4.157; western
steers $4.306.15; stockers and feedcows and heifers
ers $3.255.50;
pfd. 1201-4- .
calves $7.259.25.
New York, Feb. 19. Lead, copper $2.355.90;
and silver nominally changed.
2,000. Market
Receipts
Sheep
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
steady. Native $4.50 7.35; western
Chicago, 111., Feb. 19. Wheat May $57.25; yearlings $7.608.70; lambs
114l-8- ;
western $7.50
native $7.259.25;
July 104
Corn May 66
9.50.
July 67
;
Oats May
July 441-8- .
Pork May 23.65; July 23.60.
HOUSEBOAT BUILT AT CARLSLard May 12.72
July 12.70.
BAD FOR COMING OF FLOOD.
.
Ribs May 12.45; July 12.40421-2WOOL MARKET.
Carlsbad, N. M., Feb. 19. The anSt.' Louis, Mo., Feb. 19. Wool unchanged; territory and western medi- nouncement recently made by several
ums 2528; fine mediums 2224; fine of the astronomers that the vapor
1221.
composing the tail of Holley's comet
LIVESTOCK.
would envelope the earth and perhaps
Kansas City, Feb. 19. Cattle Re- cause the death of all animal life on
ceipts 200, no southerns. Market the face of the earth, has created no
steers $5.255.75; little excitement among some of the
Native
steady.
southern steers $4.756.50; southern women of Carlsbad. They are taking
cows $35.25; native cows and heif- - a most serious view of the report and
l ers
,$35.25; stackers and feeders are preparing for their worldly affairs
$3.755.90; bulls $3.755.25; calves to come suddenly to an end about May
'$4.509; western steers $4.755.75; 15. One woman is endeavoring to
.western cows $35.25.
gather her family about her so they
Chicago, Feb. 19. Cattle Receipts may all procure passage in the same
1500. Market steady. Beeves $4.50
"houseboat."

Central 121; Southern Pacific
Union Pacific 1861-2- ;
Steel

125
80

3--

471-8l-4-

r

-
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Perhaps you had better stops and
trv on vour new Sorinq Shoes
We have all sizes and widths, we want them tofit

ft

WOMAN'S OXFORDS

SHOES

you perf ectly because we have the biggest
shoe deand most complete
partment in this city. Besides there are
several new styles out for Spring wear
and we are not positive which will please
up-to-da-

te

you best Every thing that is right
in Men's Shoes is here.
The swell and swagger shoes as
well as the sensible and comfort- table business proposition in shoe leather.
Pay $3.50, $4.00, or go up to $5.00
or $6.50 for Hanan Shoes, if you think
so much of you feet.

NATHAN

Many Women prefer Oxfords for dress

occasions ;at all seasons oth p year
We always keep

a full line of the best Oxfords made

The High Heels, the Narrow Toes, the High Arched
Slank of our Oxfords, all tend to make a handsome
and aristocratic foot.

very Shape. Size, Widtti
WE WANT TO SEE EVERY WOMAN WITH
A

TASTE

FOR

HANDSOME OXFORDS.

This is the Store

of Quality

A L AO N

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.
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"His only hope lies in an appeal to
your family's social desires" I'hyllis
rose from her seat, her cheeks red
that's the only reawill) anger-"a- nd
(Continued From Page Nine.)
son he has for taking you up."
Mrs. Nolan gave a scream of wrath.
nutiy. ruou-ivi- wv
Svives)or glane-- t
unlips!,
he Nolan himself, regretting that the
hi over
shoulder of the rising young genUis, pleasant scene had occurred, rose from
who read aloud these inspiring words: the settee and advanced to calm the
ruffled waters, but his face was cloudSo bright and beaming are thine eyes
The very stars twink in surprise.
ed. Its serious expression indicated
Thy hair so like the dusky night.
that he was deeply concerned over tiie
Thy kiss so vibrant with delight,
frank statements of his managing ediI thrill unto my finger tips.
tor, and oue could instinctively feel
Oh, ruby, ruby rougey lips!
Powell literally writhed in agony as that he was convinced that Brand had
spoken the truth.
he listened to the doggerel.
"It's great:" cried Sylvester ecstaticCHAPTER VI.
ally. "And now come get your tea.
like
raced israna.
to
See, I'd
take a crack at being
I
I poet!"
come. Wheeler." he
The two couspirators hurried into
said. "Let's drop the subthe dining room as Wheeler Brand
ject now."
and the owner of the Advance came
"Mr. Brand, you are forgetting yoar
into the drawing room.
"You're right. Wheeler; you're right," place," contributed Phyllis.
"Michael." insisted Mrs. Nolan, "are
Nolan was saying. "This is a better
in
you
going to let this young man ruin
Look
I
hoped for.
showing than
the
whole
of us? I, for one, am glad
There'll
next
Christinas.
your stocking
be something for you. When I got iuto Judge Bartelmy has taken us up, and
the newspaper busiuess. Brand, they if it wasn't for the way Mr. Brand
told me it was the beginning of my runs wild with that paper" her voice
She crossed
finish, that it sucked ten fortunes broke "others might."
down for every one it built and no to the door at the left. "Here we've
middle aged man ever went into it and squandered money right and left and
came out again without teeth marks nobody would have anything to do
I
I declare
was happier
all over him. But look at that." He with us.
held up a typewritten statement. "I'm poor. At least when I asked anybody
richer for going in -- twice as much ad- to eat then they came. Look at that
table in there" she pointed "groanvertising as last year at this time."
Nolau seated himself on a settee.
ing with good things to eat, and
"The big advertisers never pull their there's $100 for hothouse grapes, and
ads. so long as they are getting re- nobody's touched 'em;" She picked
turns from them," put iu Brand. up a bunch of grapes from a stand
"Look at Dupuy. Remember how he and began to eat them.
threatened us and how his clients took
"Mother," laughed the husband good
their ads. out for two months V"
naturedly, "I've seen you get away
"Yes, but they put them back again." with three bunches all by yourself."
"Well. I felt it was my duty not to
"Why? Because they need us more
than we need them," Brand laughed.
let them go to waste." She burst int'
"Well, he's got something else up his tears. "Come on. Phyllis." she mansleeve now," remarked Nolan.- "He aged to say, and the heartbroken
telephoned that he would come to see mother and daughter went from the
me this afternoon."
room.
"Are you going to see him?" Brand
"You mustn't mind what mother
asked curiously.
"She's
Nolan said to Brand.
says,"
"1 thought 1 might as well. He'll be beeu kind o'
lonely since she came
here. Maybe he wants" to fire you back to New York."
again." The newspaper owner looked
The editor's heart swelled with sym
up at Brand and laughed heartily.
for the woman whose ambitions
pathy
Mrs. Nolan and i'hyllis
for herself and her daughter had
the drawing room, and Brand became caused the bitterest
pain that injured
the especial object of their attentions.
can give. He saw that it would
pride
The mother desired to have him be difficult for her to learn that social
print the list of her invited guests position in a big city can be won only
who had never attended the recepskillful maneuvering, the ability to
tion. Phyllis requested him to print a by
do which Mrs. Nolan apparently did
story about the violinist and was vast- not possess.
ly annoyed when Brand informed her
"Oh. I understand!" he answered
that the subject was a matter for the
feelingly.
musical editor to attend to.
Brand and Nolan went into the li"And there's something else, Mr.
to smoke. Hardly had they disBrand." A look of despair came into brary
when Pitcher entered the
appeared
Brand's face. "Phyllis went to Miss
room as an escort for Judge
drawing
Bartelmy's musicale the other day, Bartelmy and his daughter Judith
and you didn't even include her name Brand
had not erred a few minutes
among those present," the mother said. previous when in the same room he
"Why, I'm sorry. That was an over- had pronounced the judge to be the
suppose they best "handler of people" in the city
sight, I assure you.
made up the usual list in the office."
The conversation which ensued be
"I hope it wou't happen again," re- tween the
jurist and his daughter ns
marked Phyllis indignantly.
their hostess well illus
awaited
they
"Yes. and the way it's handling this trated
his reasons for accepting, with
Loris divorce case is all wrong," snap- hfs
daughter. Mrs. Nolan's invitation
ped Mrs. Nolan. "1 know Mrs. Loris, When Pitcher had gone in search of
She is no better than she should be, Mrs. Nolan it was the
girl who first
and people who live in icehouses
spoke.
shouldn't throw hot water."
"Father," she said. "I want you to
"We have no policy in the Loris know that I've been to five teas this
case." remarked Brand in defense. afternoon. I'm
doing you a great fa"We merely print the facts."
vor to come to this one."
"Facts."' Mrs. Nolau cried. "That
"Yes. my clear; I appreciate it, but
paper upsets me for the whole day social duties"
every morning."
The girl laughed shortly.
"There now, mother; I guess the pa"Now, this doesn't come under the
per's all right," ventured Nolan sooth- head of social duties."
ingly.
"Oh,
yes." the judge answered
"You've got another guess, Michael.
quickly, "if you view society in its
Nobody reads it but shopgirls, who broader sense.
Beyond
your little
spend a penny for the Advance and world is a larger one where caste is of
a
another for
stick of gum and bang small
consequence and where all men
on to a strap with one hand and the
should be of service to each other."
Advance with the other while they re
"But the Nolans they certainly
waggling their jaws all the way down haven't been of service to you?" questo work. That's all that reads it!"
tioned the girl.
She paused for breath, then went on.
He glanced sharply at Judith.
"And
must say
think it's scandal"But I wish them to be, and we're
ous the way you attack Judge
on we're getting on."
getting
every little while."
"Their paper keeps going for you
"Yes." contributed I'hyllis. "and his
much as ever, father 1 don't
daughter's one of the must exclusive just as one
ought to mind it, but I
and sought after girls in New York. suppose
She's the only one of her set who has do."
"Judith. Nolans have lived in every
beeu at all uice to me. Isn't that so,
age iu every country," pronounced the
"He's a composite of anarchist
"ies, and why the paper sliuuia go jurist.
for her father just as it does for ev- and autocrat. .Eventually the autocrat
i". him
will triumph. Just now lie's
ery other prominent man in town I
incan't see. She must think it's very hounding old institutions. 1. for
to him the judiciary,
stance,
represent
funny that such things should appear
in the Advance after what she's done and he attacks me. No consequence
whatever, but I'm here in defense of
for us."
the United States bench. My cause is
"Oh," suggested Brand, thinking to
I tell you,
Boothe his employer's wife, "she prob- the cause of my colleagues.
I know the breed. I know how
Judith,
ably knows that you have absolutely to
get the venom out of his fangs. Dinothing to do with the policy of the
my dear diplomacy!"
plomacy,
Advance!"
.
enthusiastic.
became
Judith
"is that so?" ejaculated Mrs. Nolan
"Father, 1 believe you would have
indignantly. "They certainly are very been
a great prime minister in the old
kind hearted people to act the way
,
days!"
they do in the face of that paper."
The
up,
smiling
straightened
judge
is
first
and last a
"Judge Bartelmy
pleasedly at his daughter's complimenpolitician." explained Brand.
Michael Nolan bent forward intently. tary estimate of him. "Hardly that,
The conversation had now reached a hardly that." he protested. He became
reflective. "They were feeble old men,
point where he realized an issue of vital importance to himself and to the for a thousand years courteously moving kings and their armies like pawns
Advance had been touched on.
on a chessboard. They were always
"Well. I suppose be has been
very tactful, Judith, those princes of
up to us a little," be began, then the past."
'
aused.
Brand drew a deep breath, stood up to "Oh," she admitted, "you never fail
illustrate your point, whatever It
t
in the middle of the drawing
is!"
room and daringly explained the situa"Just imagine," said her father,
tion to the owner of the paper.
"what one of those old fellows would
handles
than
better
people
"Bartelmy
do in this case." .
any man in tcwn." he drrlared. "He
"Yes, I suppose you're right, and in
has studied th; Advance, dissected its
the end you'll make these people see
andbe
will
frank with how
-I
posilion
wrong they've been about you."
He
you -- discovered its weaknesses.
"Oh, yes!" he went on confidently.
knows he can't reach you through your "As
they become accjistomed to their
cupidity or political ambition because
prosperity you will find that the
now
He
real:
lack
those
you
qualities.
of their paper will be modi-fleJzes that his only hope of influencing
and
ultimately vanish." He seatHe hesitated.
us lies in an appeal to"
ed himself near his daughter.
IV"
Nolan
Mm.
asked
"Wei
ominously.
"That would be a terrible blow for
Brand found the .courage to complete
Wheeler, wouldn't it?" she suddenly
the sentence, ; ,
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"Wheeler! Oh, Wheeler! "He's an
entirely different type the Idealist,
I
the fanatical idealist. I'm sorry.
liked
all
the
His
heart's
boy.
always
right, but his head's all wrong, and I
hope he's merely passing through a
phase."
"I don't think you quite understand
Wheeler, father," responded Judith
rising.
He took hold of the girl's hands
"Oh, yes, I do! Just now he has lost
himself in a labyrinth, and it will take
an Ariadne to lend him out I believe
the right woman might bring him to
reason." Hi- - paused significantly
Ju
di!h lowered her eyes from his "I
forgive him any annoyance he may
have caused me, and I hope you will
1
want you an.
forgive him too
Wheeler to be friends again and. like i
the princess in the fairy stories, live
happily ever after." He patted her
fondly on the shoulder.
Mrs. Nolan entered the room and, '
aglow with excitement, greeted her
guests.
"Judge Bartelmy, hope you haven't
been waiting long?" she inquired am
j
iously.
"Not at all."
"It is so good of you to come."
"Oh, I wouldn't permit anything to
keep me away!" he replied "I've just
had the pleasure of adjourning a rath
er important conference to be here."
This confession filled the fluttering
heart of Mrs Nolan with pure ecstasy
She could barely contain herself as she
in turn greeted Judith Bartelmy.
Pitcher announced another name
that appeared in the social register.
"Mr. Dupuy," he announced. He had
come to keep his appointment with
Nolan.
"How do you do. Mr Dupuy?" greet
ed the hostess, shaking bands warmly
with him
"Here's Judge Bartelmy
He's just adjourned a most iinj. ii ,'
conference to come to out tea 1'itcij
er. tell Mr Nolau the judge and Mr
Dupuy are waiting Say the judge has
just adjourned bis court to come Miss
Bartelmy, Phyllis will be so delighted
to see yiiu."
She grasped Judith'"
arm and led her to a door, speaking
rapidly as she did so "Phyllis wauts
to show ymi her new gown Quintan
brought over from Puns Very smart
effect, but 4."iu. and you could hold it
iu the palm of youl two hands
rag!"
"An amusing character, our hostess,"
commented Bartelmy dryiy to Dupuy
"Yes; she seems very appreciative of
your daughter's visit "
"Well," decisively, "she certainly
ought to be "
"I suppose we shall see it in 'he Ad
vance tomorrow," suggested Dupuy
"Oh. of course!" Bartelmy laughed
amusedly
"By the way," remarked Dupuy
"did you see the evening papers?"
A serious look came into Bartelmy's
face as he said
"I glanced over them on my way up
town, and 'heir accounts of my deci
sion this morning are not at all objectionable."
"No blood drawn." said Dupuy reas
suringly "A little surprising, too, for
the Lansing Iron people have been in
pretty bad odor with the public ever
matter las'
since the receivership
year "
"That was the beginning of a!i these
attacks upon me I hope the morning
papers will treat me fairly."
"Oh, there will be uo trouble about
them They have not investigated the
matter thoroughly enough yet, of
course, excepting the Advance. But
you did just the right thing today to
bring Miss Judit h."
Bartelmy was showing not the
slightest hesitancy at using his beaufi-fuand accomplished daughter as a
decoy in his plottings. In the first
place, he desired that she should marry Wheeler Brand, hoping that the
young reformer's zeal against him
would disappear; secondly, by prevailing on her to pay attention socially
to the Nolan family he was confident
,'jat the owner of the Advance would
capitulate and become his friend. As
for Judith, she little comprehended the
entire significance of her father's attitude, and if she had, her frank, genuine nature, which revolted at trickery
and deceit, would not have permitted
Iter to continue to do his bidding. She
.
our Ti7 s
"
1. 'i l"P ' f! ''
She knew that her mother before
her had aided her father in his work
and ambitious to a considerable extent,
and now that her mother was uo long
er alive she felt it her duly to fill her
place in every possible way. After
all, she had only a young woman's
knowledge of the wa'ys of men in the
business and professional world, and
she could discern in the attacks on her
father nothing beyond what he him
self had taught her to believe that
they were the efforts of envious men
or ignorant reformers or misguided
fanatics, who assailed him entirely
without just cause.
However, it.
would seem that the judge would in
any event have attempted to conceal
from others his motives for procuring
the presence of Judith at the Nolan
home on this day. It would seem
no matter how" low he had sunk,
that he would have denied that lie had
ever employed her unsuspectingly as a
That was
decoy on other occasions
the least this father could do for his
daughter But he made no attempt to
protect her reputation, at any rare to
Dupuy, for In answer to the lawyei
lobbyist's remark that he had done
"just the right thing to bring Miss
Judith today" he replied with bis char
coolness:
"Oh, in matters . of this kind my
daughter is of the greatest help to
me!" After a moment he continued
"I don't at all like your Idea Dupuy
of my proposing this maD Nolan M
the club "
"That's our trump ard." Insisted the
other. "Every man has his price-eve- n
ibis young Brand if we could
only find out what it is."
I

I

j

!

1
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:n'!ni-sio:- i
;t t
the fash! n- able Kr.les f tl.e city lie would be
thie V.::- -, to pnt his v, if.- - and daugh- - j
.er in the way of gratifying their de-- '
sires S.lester. i,,,,, would lie liene- - j
tiled iu whatever business career he i
should take up. aui the memiiersb'.p
would enable him to meet and make
his personal friends the most prominent men of the city-(h- e
men lie natwith on
urally craved to
terms ot equality. J lien he spoke:
'
h.' said warmly,
lleally. judge,
"that's something that never expected to hear from your lips."
"Not at ail: not at ail!
shall be
to put you up. and Dupuy!
delighted
t
wii! second me."
"With pleasure." bowed the lawjer
Nolan hesitated over his final reply.
He remembered w hat Brand had staled regarding the attentions ot Judge
Bartelmy and uis daughter. Probahly
men
of
j
this offer was a trick, a bribe, and it
Nolan net addressed Dupuy, wh
did not improve the situation to have
expressed his thanks at the granting Dupuy brought into it by the jurist as
of his request for an interview
seconder of his nomination. Still, the
Judge Bartelmy. always quick to no idea came into his head if be acceptwas
or
tice every detail
phase of what
ed it he did it with his eyes open; lie
transpiring m his immediate presence. need not necessarily change the polsaw that Brand was ill at ease
He
icy of the Advance toward certain pubcalled to him cheerily:
lic men. Thus he reasoned, and stm
"My daughter and I were just speakthere lingered within him au insidious
The reform-ing of you. Wheeler
desire, even a prompting, in .view of
sails a treacherous sea."
the advantages for himself and his
"The port is in sight, judge Barte!
to accept at all hazards, under
family,
my," was the calm answer.
circumstances.
any
Bartelmy would have made a suc"Thank you. gentlemen, thank you,"
cess on the stage. In fact, he had been he
said, temporizing, iu au endeavor to
'
acting a part most of his life and gain time before actually committing
proved the truth of Richard Mans- himself
He glanced across the room
field's aphorism that "the best actors at Wheeler
Brand, wondering how he
are never seen on the stage."
At was
the situation. Brand
Wheeler Brand's significant reply, took accepting
a quick step forward, straightwhich smote as ominously on the cars. ened himself
stiffly and shot a glance
of the judge as it did on those of Du- - ' of
over the shoulder of Barwarning
au
inward shiver telmy, whose back was turned to him.
puy, the jurist gave
quite imperceptible to the eye and re- Nolan nodded his head slightly to show-tha- t
plied in the most iovial of manners:
he understood.
Dupuy caught the
"So? So? That's good. That's worth
of signals, and be glared
interchange
while. Stick to the helm, my boy." I.e
malignantly at the young managing
laughed
editor, lie saw that Brand would do
"Brand ain't at sea. judge," put in his utmost to
swing Nolan away from
Nolan good naturedly.
"He's in the the subtle snare.
Nolan addressed the
llotids. The air up there makes your judge. "I'll think it over-a- nd
thank
nose bleed; but. by the Kternat. you you once more."
see all that's going on down here."
Bartelmy and Dupuy started toward
There was much "going o:i down a door.
here" that Bartelmy by all means ire- "Now, if you will excuse us. Dupuy
ferred to have remain uuse. i, yet and I will join the ladies ," snid the
he managed to reply, with an atuaipt jurist.
"Wheeler, you're tiot going
at sincerity:
away yet. eh';'' he added.
"More power to you, Wheeler! More
Brand moved toward the hall door
arid ignored the query.
power to you!"
Nolan stepped toward the jurist.
"What's your hurry. Wheeler?" ask"You're a generous foe, Judge Bar- ed Noliin as Bartelmy and Dupuy distelmy," he said warmly, deceived by appeared
tlie smooth tactics of the judge.
"Oh, it's time to get ba k to the of"Foe? That's hardly the word," re- fice."
"II till What's the trouble?"
sponded Bartelmy, and with deference: "Wheeler and
"What's Hie use of 'alk'mg about it?"
merely energize
' hot "
"Come, get it off
differently. He is dynamic; 1 am stat"1 don't have to tell you. Mi Nr. Ian."
ic, and that is because he is young and
I am old."
He drew closer to his employer.
"You think Mike Nolan is going back
"He'll outgrow that, judge. You never will." remarked Dupuy, crossing to on you isn't ' hut it
Nolan's side.
The young man's voice rang out in
"But under every system of free gov- his deep disappointment that Nolan
ernment," pronounced Bartelmy in his wns lingering on the verge ot au acbest judicial manner, "there have al- ceptance of Bartelmy's offer, which
emways been conservative and liberal could mean only two things if his
were
the muzand
these
ployer
yielded,
j
difwhose
while
leaders,
parties,
they
fered perhaps in method, have been zling of the Advance and the silencing
stimulated by an equal love of coun of Brand as long as he remained ou
paper. He blamed Nolan bitterly
j the
try."
"That is true, Judge Bartelmy," said for failing to spurn the offer outright
Brand, "but I can't concede that you on the moment.
"Do you think you can accept favors
belong to the conservative party." from Bartelmy with one hand," he
The judge showed surprise.
"But I don't understand you," he cried, "and knife him with the other?"
Nolan gave a spirited but kindly
stammered, when Brand went on de'
terminedly
"Hold
your horses, Wheeler. You
not
to
introduce
"Are you
seeking
know don't cure anything about this
into our country methods of govern
social stunt for myself, it don't fit
ment undreamed of by out forefa
into ray life, but remember I've got a
j
thers?"
The judge laughed as though iu family, and nothing comes ahead of
His skill at ver- - them. Mother and I may have a janagreeable tolerance
bal parrying was standing bim in good gle now and then; but. after all, we
have been side partners for a good
stead.
many years. And my girl! There ain't
"Oh, I had as much enthusiasm my
self in my youth," he said, "but my a finer educated or a prettier girl in
New York, and she ought to be able to
legal training has forced upon me a
of go anywhere, but she can't in this
certain
unfortunate exactitude
We old town this cold man's town. Then, of
But come. com
thought.
I know he
lawyers have long since 'earned that course, there's Sylvester.
we cannot carry our quarrels out of ain't as bright as he might be. and I've
court For instance, of a morning my spout well, more than twice your salbest friend. Judge Culver, may be at j ary trying to get him through freshI
couldn't,
drawn swords with me over some man year at Harvard, and
he wants
son.
if
still
and
but
he's
my
point of law, but the same evening will
to run around with these other sports.
find us hail fellows we!l met, exchang-inwhv not? L can afford it. and I guess
a
fire."
stories before club
the kid's got to sow his wild oats' anyiNolan uouuea a:s ueau uuuersianu-way. My wife and children ought to
tngly
be happy with the money I've got, and.
"Yes. judge, that's life that's life, j
as I figure it. if join this Oak Door
i
he commented
I can
help them to get what they
"Half the laws of our country " club
want. Do you follow me. Brand?"
Duframed up in clubs," Interjected
"Yes; I understand," sighed Brand.
puy.
"At first you took up the side of the
madBartelmy raised his hand and
people, and you are continuing at it.
i
a gesture of disapproval.
Rut you and your family have become
j
"I wouldn't say that."
ambitious,
or, at least, so far as you
Brand sa- an opportunity to score
are concerned, you are ambitious for
"Likewis'
the safest methods of
them. When you begin to associate
evading the laws are framed up in
familiarly wilh rich men as their friend
clubs," he shot at Dupuy.
you'll soon find yourself playing golf
Bartelmy pretended to side
or
billiards with one. drinking whisky
j
Brand
with another, and your son will marry
he
"That's neat, Wheeler,"
laughed.
a third. You will for"He scored off you that time, Dupuy," the daughter of
get all about the people. Your paper
reachHe
now
had
Bartelmy parsed
ed a point where he w'as about to will become decadent and feeble. The
make his supreme effort to capture circulation will dry up." He paused
Nolau and the Advance, to make them for breath and added warningly in
"The Advance is now at
friendly to him. He was about to strong tones,
its zenith, tut its decline begins the
termhad
what
play
truthfully
Dupuy
are elected to the
ed "the trump card."
"By the way. very day that you
Mr. Nolan, Judge Culver and
usually Oak Door club."
Nolan reached over and seized Brand
dine two or three times a week at
the Oak Door club. . We need you by the shoulder.
"Wheeler, you're a decent sort of a
there. We should have a man in all
fellow. I like you and the things
our discussions of public questions
we should have a practical man of you've made the paper stand for. but
affairs wh' knows what reformers like you don't know what it means to put
our young friend here are really try- people that you love on the altar and
ing to get at. Shall I propose you for cause them suffering for the sake of
these these general principles."
membership-?"Don't I!" exclaimed the young edDupuy watched the effect of Bartelitor.
on
"Well, that's exactly what I'v
intense
Nolan
words
with
my's
eagerness. It was au anxious moment done. I gave up the girl I loved, who
If had promised to be my wife, so that i
for both Dupuy and Bartelmy.
Nolan accepted they felt that they might write the truth." In spile c
were safe.
As for Nolan, he was the emotion which his words hac.
greatly perplexed. He wanted to ac- aroused in him Brand's voice never
cept the proffer, both for his own sake faltered as he 'spoke.
and for Ids family's. Membership in
psxJajmed. Nolan amazed
tha Oak. Dooc club was eauivaleut to

a tic .et of

CHAPTER VII.
ana .m.mo 'am ou
k..mj
11 I of the library after their
smoke and were surprised o
find Judge Bar'e.my and Dn
Brand did
puy ii, the drawing room
not appear enthusiastic at 'he eircum
stance and. nodding stiffly In the
direction of the two men, proceed
ei to circle around them toward 'h-- t
door leading o 'he hail
Judge Bartelmy advanced pleasediy
toward the newspaper owner, who
greeted him courteously
"Judge, this Is an unexpected honor"
"An honor to come believe me. Mr
Nolan, au honor to come"
Nolan saw Brand's dexterous ma
neuver toward the door, and on calling
to him not to go he halted, turned to-ward the center of the room and stood
W'atching the strangely assorted croup
sen-era-
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!y. "Weli. my boy, I'don't tiTidersf3ni
you. I cou.'dn't do that," he confessed,
"Don't think that it was easy for
me to do.
I've thought ot her every
hour of every day since, but she" now
his voice wavered -- "well, she's forgot
ten. so it doesn t matter. Mr. Nolan,
do itm remember what it was that
first brought us together?"
"Yes: that story about Judge P.artel-Tny- ,
and it w as a good one. and you vej
followed it up with a lot of good ones
since. Why, Wheeler, there ain't a
man in the country that can work up
a series like om a
know. I'm beginning
.'..,
ju.lge is not all Pad.
en
not forgetting old
sealed luiiiselt "did
it, perhaps we haven
that affair: Some t
'
poued Are you surt
tired wroi.g?"
' i
"Mr Nolan, the bal
about Judge B.irtelm
"We!:, ihis is geti it
serious a ft air. Wet
about our tacts.''
"Mr. Nolan. Judge
only a dishonest jud,
to have a destrucr
every one near him.
t
corrupt iug. noi only
in bis private life. '
'.
"Wasn't wasn't it
you were engaged R
,.
"Yes. it was, and Ii
as he did her mot her
"You am:!7o me.
mean?"
Brand took a deep
i
"Why. he surrout
wit h machine politi
financiers and crook
sent her to the state
wanted to be senate
possible; to Washing!
ed to be minister to
failed, and ana in wl
it
be judge, and she su
she found out tint
judicial office to steal
only been a lobby i.
schemes"
"Weil?"
".Well, it killed he
:,
now he's
bis
way. He's tilli
i
corporation jackals
sends her here to mr
"i.:-hateing on your wife a
me, bill be w
lr
me to have his ene
and make bim silent
,!
"Why don't you f
tell her?" suggeste! s;e
owner.
"
"About her moth
died?"
hn.oe
"Well, perhaps not t
won't follow the B;
,'y
'! i.'. .
further. I'll be just
"I've got to follow '
can't stop," ojacula .; '
i
got the goods on lii 'io.v r.e
.'. ,.
'
will
:j
drive
that
story
when e print it."
"What?" half risin
.
"True; every win
e;
paced nervously acr
o t.
'For Cod's sake.
off at half cock!" er
!'vt - I
"Half cock! Why.
the Diets. I've
"
been working on
"
,'
it for inont lis."
: s.
"Now. listen to
Y o n ' r e a
" '
me.
;
'i
young man. Iu
spite of w ii a t
you say about
him 1 know that
in his public life
he's mightv well
v"-'- i
thought of by
''
i
some of the most
e :....
prominent men
in this cily, and"
..':.; v V
'
.'
wea Uly "well,
if they believe in
'J
him I don't see
.
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-- why"-

"Will nothing
convince you?" excil
l
offer me a bribe
would you ackuowli
a crook?"
"Why. yes. of cou
"Will you let me ;:.ii
own way and r .:

'

'

;f
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.

r.
i

i
'

'
t ".; i
!

in-

terfere?"
v.'i
But the gir
do you u
print that story .
But Brand was I ot m.
from his purpose.
"It can't be helpc i. I
on. Somehow you
comes to me that
turn out for the bes '
"Well. I hope so
newspaper owner, "'
"Yes.

him-"h- ow

'.

story
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lie was forced to cease abruptly. ioi

Judge Bartelmy and Ed Dupuy entered
the drawing room and drew near.

(To Be Continued.)
The New Mexican Printing company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
20 vers and canvas sides,
hall full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
are 10
inches'. These books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pages civiil and 320 pagos
criminal. To InLoduce them they are
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal
$2.75
Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cent3 additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express1. Cash In
full must accompany
order. State
plainly whether English or Spani3b
printed heading Is wanted.
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Regent Given Her by
Daughters Here.
PRINCE'S

ADDRESS

After Presentation Officers, Are
Elected For The Ensuing

Year.
In these days when Hie Associated
Press brings tidings of so many tragic
and disastrous events, it is pleasant
to chronicle an occasion where good
will, kindness of heart and appreciation of one's neighbor, finds expression in affectionate and tangible form.
Such an event occurred a short time
ago when the Daughters of the American Revolution, wishing to show their
appreciation of the services of Mrs.
J. S. Victory as regent of the Stephen
Watts Kearny Chapter of Santa Fe.
assembled at her residence, 129 Gai--j
cia street and held an informal meeting at which time a beautiful gift was
presented to her. It was made by
the responsible and artistic jewellers,
J. E. Caldwell and Company, Philadelphia.
In a dainty white box lay four gold
spindles with flax represented as being wound about them. On each one,
which formed an ancestral bar was
the name of the revolutionary ancestor from whom Mrs. Victory derives
her eligibility as a member of this
splendid society numbering over
women. William Malt by, William
Nathaniel
Cox,
Deborah
Sessions,
Ward Waters, are the names inscribed. The beautiful badge of the society, which is in the form of a spinning wheel of the olden days, surrounded by tiny stars representing
the thirteen colonies, is suspended
from these bars.
The presentation was made by the
state regent of the order for Newi
(Mexico, Mrs. L. Bradford Prince who
in a most dignified
and charming
manner said:
"We have chosen this day, Madam
Regent, as the one most fitting on
which to offer you a small token of
our love and deep appreciation of
your manifold services to our society
in general and to our Chapter in particular.
"We have remembered that today
is an anniversary with you, the half
year recurrence of the day on which
Mr. Victory left you and left us for
while he was vour devoted husband
he was also our friend. I believe that
there is no death and that he is here
with us today that he rejoices with
its; that he is proud of our regent as
we are and that he wishes her to be
happy and to continue her good work
in the cause of patriotism and of the
history of our beloved country."
Then Mrs. Prince presented the
golden bars with the following testimonial:
80,-00- 0

Testimonial.
Dear Mr?. Victory: In appreciation
of your earnest and untiring work in
behalf of the Stephen AVatts Kearny
Chapter, Daughters of the American
Revolution, we the undersigned members take pleasure in presenting you
this token of our loyal regard with the
hope that we may long enjoy the benefit of your zealous devotion to our
society.
The wish that peace and plenty, as
well as all the benefits which serve
make life happy, may henceforth
yours in fullest measure is strong

earnest

in

the hearts

of

your

Affectionate Daughters,
lary C. Prince, state regent; Leah
Harvey, vice regent; Minnie F.
indall, treasurer; Ella E. Weltmer,
etary; Esther B. Thomas, chap-- ;
Alice A. Atkinson, registrar; M.
.
e Warner, corresponding secretary Jean M. Rapp, historian; Maud
L.

Hurt,

Mary H.

Harroun, Eveline

H.

Crichton.
Officers

vice-regen- t,

Mrs.
Mrs. Crandall;
registrar, Miss
Mrs. Crichton,

Prince.

Warner; treasurer,
historian, Mrs. Rapp;
Atkinson; chaplain,
and state regent, Mrs.

Before adjourning the chapter de
cided' to present a mahogony chair
after the pattern of furniture used
during the revolution for use on the
platform of the Memorial Continental
Hall which is practically completed
and is considered one of the most
beautiful buildings in Washington.
When You Need
Foley's Orino Laxative. When you
have that dull, heavy, feverish feeling,
by constipation.
accompanied
When you have headache,
indigestion, biliousness, pain in stomach and
bowels, then you need Foley's Orino
Laxative. It moves the bowels freely
and gently, and thoroughly clears the
Intestinal tract. It does not gripe or
nauseate and cures constipation. Sold
by

Stripling-Burrow-

s
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Last Chance

Mill Running

& Co.

SmoothMogollou dur-

From a visitor at
ing the last week, the Enterprise
learns that i he Last Chance mill
which was recently practically rebuilt ami doubled in capacity, is running smoothly and giving the greatest satisfaction. Thirty stamps are
dropping, there being forty stamps in
the mill, ten being held in reserve in
case of repairs, etc. Electric power
has been introduced in the mill, each
piece of machinery being run by individual motor, thus coing away with
Uie shafting, and it is said that by
reason of this saving in lost motion
and power over the old method of
shafting, the capacity has been increased 7(i per cent, without any increase in the power. This is certainly a wonderful showing and means
increased dividends to the fortunate
owners of Last Chance stock. Silver
City Enterprise.
Good
Strike
of Silver. Manuel
Taylor reports a good strike of chloride of silver in the Francesca claim
in Chloride
Flat. The strike was
made this week while sinking and
feet.
diifting at a depth of twenty-fivThe Bohemian
Mining Company,
which is operating Mr. Taylor's Grand
Central mine in the Flat is making
good progress and regular shipments
are being made to El Paso. Silver
City Enterprise.
Chemung Sinking Again at Whitewater It is understood the Chemung
Copper Company, of Tyrone, has put
a force of men to work on their well
in the Oak Grove draw about four
miles above Whitewater and will sink
the shaft to a greater depth in the
hopes of increasing the flow of water.
A force of men are also at work, it is
understood, cleaning out the springs
at Apache Tejo to increase the water
supply at that point, presumably for
one of the mining companies operating in this section. Silver City Ene

terprise.
Mining Stock in Litigation O. E.
Lewis, Milwaukee, an insurance agent
in Iron wood twenty years ago, was
complainant in an important law suit
that was tried in the district court at
Milwaukee during the past two weeks,
the defendants being Solomon S. Cur
ry of Ironwnod, Charles J. Laughren
of New Mexico, and the Comanche
Mining and Smelting Company. The
case grew out of the organization of
the Comanche company. Lewis, it is
claimed, had a client who was anxious
to put a large sum of money in the
venture, and it is said that he entered
into an agreement with one of the
directors under which Lewis was to
receive 50,(iuU shares of the stock as
a bonus for the sale of a big block to
Lewis' client. . The latter failed to
and then Lewis
"come
across,"
brought suit to recover the value of
the stock that he seemed to think was
coming to him anyway. It is said that
a claim of $660,-00- 0
he started out
against the defendants, but later
revised his estimate and said he
would be satisfied if the court and
the jury allowed him $66,000. After
hearing the evidence in the suit, the
jury returned a special verdict on the
defendants' plea in abatement. It decided that any right that Lewis had to
any certificates of stock in the Comanche Mining & Smelting Company
at the time of the commencement of
the suit against Mr. Curry and others,
of the firm of
he held as a
Laughren & Lewis. Following the
jury's verdict, the plaintiff moved to
proceed with the trial, and the defendant moved for a judgment abating the action, Judge Tarrant denying
the motion of the plaintiff and granting the motion of the defendant Up
on motion ct Lewis counsel, a stay
of sixty days was granted by the
court, at the end of which arguments
will be heard on a motion for a new
trial. It is believed at Ironwood that
the jury's special verdict probably
ends the suit, which has been pending for several years. Marquette,
Michigan, Journal.
"C. KnickerWork at Sylvsnite
bocker, one of the pioneers of Sylva-nitX. M., is in El aPso with a collection of rich samples from several

e,

properties

Elected.

After a pleasant hour spent, in consideration of business pertaining to
the society, the chapter adjourned to
meet at the residence of Mrs. Prince,
on Monday the 14th inst. The meet ing
referred to was held as agreed and
the annual election of officers took
place as follows:
Chapter regent, Mrs. Victory;
Mrs. Harvey; recording secretary, Mrs. Weltmer, corresponding

secretary,

IIIIB
ly.

Token of Loyal Regard for

.
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in

that famous

gold

camp

All show more or less free gold, and
some etxremely rich. A sample of
quartz from the Gold Hill property
shows massive nuggets cf the yellow
stuff. Samples from the Creeper, the
latest strike, are porphyritic, showing
gold in the pores. This property adjoins the townsite on the northwest
within five minutes 'walk of the
It is owned by the Birchfield
brothers, and is being worked by Tom
Pepper, an old miner and cowpunch-er- .
At present the work is tunneling,
but soon he will begin sinking. The
ledge is traced 1500 feet from east to
west. The pay streak is three feet
wide. Assays run all the way from
$1 i to $196 in gold. Al Osberg is leasing the west tunnel of the Gold Hill
and working a small force of men. De
velopment is going on in the east tunnel of the same property. Charles
7vi.;er, of El Paso, who has bought
the Broken Jug, is in camp negotiating for the Walke Up Charley. A
small force of men is working on the
Ridgewood. Harry Wood is working
the Buckhorn, having done 104 feet,
of work all by himself, a remarkable
thing, considering he is 65 years old.
A new strike called the Last Chance,
discovered by Ole Peterson adjoins
the Buckhorn on the southwest. The
vein carries gold and copper, the pay
streak being about three feet wide.
It pans very well. A few miles south
of Sylvanite, the Quartzite mine, formerly owned by Mr. Knickerbocker,
post-offic-

e.
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is owned by James Wicks, of Tonopah,
Xev., and shows up rich in silver and
GLEANINGS FY A
lead. The old crowd of Goldfield hot
air townsite boomers are gone, but
PERIPATETIC PEN
the men now in camp are bard work-l- y
bringing the district to the front.
Mr. Knickerbocker is at the St. Louis
We Simply Could Not Stay Away
hotel and will be glad to give all infor- Had We a Pass Newspaper men like
mation he can to anyone interested. to have a "day off" now and then and
He is an old mining man of varied ex- see something of what's zoing on in
perience in the southwest." El Paso the busy world. Not so much for the
Herald.
pleasure of seeing it, of course, as
Mines Active in Pyramid District for the opivortunity it gives them of
"The properties of the Penn Mining telling their readers what is going on
Company, lxrdsbtirg Mining and Re- and how the world is improving.
duction Company and Superior Min
Well, there's going to be something
ing Company are in active operation doing at Fort Worth next month, and
at the present time, and the ore ship- it seems that the press gang are a
ments from the Pyramid and Vir- part of it. For one day, at least, they
ginia districts in which the properties are all of "It." The National Feeders
are located aggregate 120 tons ship- and Breeders show, that is held from
ment daily. The "S5" Mining Com- March 11 to 10, has set aside the 15th
pany and Superior Mining Company as Press day. Invitations and free
are the largest shippers of ore, the passes have been sent to three or four
greater proportion of which is from thousand editors in the southwest (we
their properties. At the 500 level, the have ours) asking them to come and
Penn Company is driving cross cuts bring their wives and have a good
and has completed 450 feet of tunnel- time. A barbecue is to be a feature
ing, cutting several veins at this level, of the day, so exclusive in its
that nobody but editors will
among them a nine foot vein showto partake of it. The
allowed
be
values
of three percent copper and
ing
four ounces silver. The present tun- menu shows that the Feeders and
neling is made with the expectation Breeders are pretty good feeders, anyof cutting the Orphans' Home and At- how, whether they are breeders or no.
lantic veins. The Lordsburg Mining We are told that the waiters on this
and Reduction Company has cleaned occasion will be the leading business
out its main shaft and all drifts to the men of Fort Worth, some or them
and will start sinking at millionaires. Wron't it be a fine thing
once. A vein averaging five feet wide to have a millionaire bank president
has been encountered at this level running around at our call! "Hi,
and followed 35 feet. Samples show garcon! Another glass and step livecan we afford
as high as 328 ounces silver. Several ly!" Fellow-editorsmaller veins show values of from 12 to miss the novel sensation of having
to 178 ounces
trotting around at our
silver." El Paso a
beck and call?
Herald.
The same day. March 15, is Knights
Activity in the Organs "There is
considerable activity in the Organ of Pythias day at the Feeders and
members of that
range, Dona Ana county.
Old prop- Breeders show, when
erties that have lain idle for years, order from all ports of tne southwest
owned by eastern people are now to will gather there. The five lodges in
be started up. One of these, the Chip- Fort Worth ,with a membership of
pewa, adjoins the Excelsior or old .Tav 800, are going to take care of their
Gould copper mine on the west, and brethren in the best Pythian style,
is a patented property, situated a lit- and that leaves
nohing more to be
tle over two miles north of Organ asked for.
But suppose a newspaper fellow is
postoffice. J. McBrice and Brice
Cawney, who are interested in the a K of P. too isn't he going to have
Chippewa and other claims, are on a hard time doing his full duty to
the ground inspecting the properties both sets of hosts on that day? Unwith the intention of beginning de- less he has an unusually large cavelopment work at once. They are pacity, he will find that serving two
also interested in the smelter in the hosts is as hard as serving two mastJarilla mountains and are planning to ers.
uuiiti a wagon road across the Organ
How Editor Kedzie Became Bloated
Pass and over to the smelter at Jaril
Don. H. Kedzie appears
Bondholder
la. These young men are said to have
on the list of directors of the newest
abundance of ready money to carry
on tne projected work. The Excelsior Southern Pacific railroad corporation.
mine was successfully operated sev- No one would have suspected it. Poor,
eral years ago by R. Y. Anderson, a poor Kedzie, a bloated stockholder and
mining man of El Paso, who shipped bond owner in one of the big railroad
many carloads of copper glance ore trusts. How will he ever dare to face
to the El Paso smelter. It was about his fellow editors again? It will take
the same time that he and William a long time to live down. New MexiHayden purchased the Torpedo mine can.
For the information of the editor of
from FoyBrothers and made it one of
the greatest copper mines in the the New Mexican, and any other insouthwest.
terested editor we will tell how it
at
Oro
Busy
Grande "The Monte happened. In the good oJd days
Carlo Mining Company at Oro Gran- when every editor had a pass we used
de, Otero county, now has a force of to travel as often as a few dollars
workmen sinking the shaft on its were accumulated. When the laws of
property up at the north end. This Congress and the action of the interstopped
company is now being reorganized state commerce commission
and the work will be presented with the passes the traveling had to be
vigor during the coming summer. Rap- paid for. After having rode on a
id progress is being made in recon- pass a lifetime it seemed like throwstructing the placer mill just below ing money to the birds to pav cash
the big reservoir. Practically all of for a ticket, and consequently we stay
the dismantling has been completed at home. Under these circumstances
and the work of rebuilding is now in money accumulated faster than it does
progress. A water pipe line has been in the pocket of a reformed druiikard,
connected with the reservoir and all
according to the teachings of t'te temdetails are being taken care of preperance orator. When this ac stimulaparatory to starting the mill at the tion had become unwisely an investearliest date possible."
ment was desirable. When Judge Lov-ct-t
Mill for the Deadwood "Rumors nf
and Col. Randolph proposed build-i"- g
the construction of a mill on the Dead-woo- d
a low line road from Lordsburg
t,
property in the Mogollon
to the Colorado river tne Liberal
Socorro county, are again rife. thought this a good investment, and
Messrs. Wtsat.herhead,
members
of a help to the town, so with other local
the engineering firm of Cleveland &
he helped finance the proWeatherhead and owners of the Dead-woo- d capitalists
and as a natural consequence
ject,
mine, are here and have care- was elected a member of the board of
fully examined both the Last Chance directors.
It is an easy proposition.
and Little Fannie Mills preparatory
to the construction of the Deadwood Any editor can do it if he will stop
and stay at
mill, which, it is rumored, will be of buying transportation,
home." Lordsburg Liberal.
twenty stomp capacity."
Treasure in the Caballo Mountains
A Safeguard to Children.
Says the El Paso Herald:
'
with
feverishness
Threatening
"The old story handed down for
is quickly and safely caimed
children
years that there is treasure in the
These little Candy j
Caballo mountains will not down. by Preventics.
Cold Cure Tablets should always be
Every year when the crops are gathat hand for promptness is
ered, ditch work is done and there
Preventics contain no qui-- !
are a few weeks of idle time, people portant.
load up with supplies and tools and nine, nothing harsh or sickening.
start out in their wagons prospecting. They are indeed "the stitch in time."
Mexicans all along the river, some Carried in pocket, or purse. Preven- tics are a genuine safeguard against
coming from as far away as El Paso,
and Americans, old, gray, prospectors, Colds. 25c. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
with a certain following of young men, Co.
going just to see what's doing, and
for a trip, are numbered among the TIME TABLE ALL
prospectors. They say it must be here,
LOCAL TRAINS
but whether in the mountains covered
with timber, in the foothills below, or
in the numerous draws or canyons
Leave Santa Fe at 9 a .m. to conthat come down from the mountains nect with No. 10 from the south and
'
precipitously until they spread out in west, also No. 3 from the east, re-- 1
the open country called the jornado, turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to conthrough which the Santa Fe passes
also takes
they cannot tell. They come, work nect with No. 1 west-boununtil money and supplies are ex- passengers for No. 2
passhausted, then return only to repeat ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
the same next vear. The nast week arrive at Santa P'e 6:30 p. m. with No.
has seen several such parties go into l's connection only.
the hills."
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to conMore people are taking Foley's nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounReturn-- !
Kidney Remedy every year. It is con- and Nos. 4 and 8
sidered the most effective remedy for ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 p. m.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
all kidney and bladder troubles that
medical science can devise, '"oley's
Train leaves for the north at 10:15 j
Kidney Remedy corercts irregulariTrain arrives from the north at 4
ties, builds up the system ana restores
p. m.
lost vitality. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
New Mexico Central.
& Co.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m.
If you want anything on eartatrjr
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p.
a New Mexican Want Ad,
m.
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drink it. at least we wIT; dfim rt ourselves." Mrs Nolan announced to Phyllis
"Well, we have done it sent
out 400 cards, and who's been here
that anybody wants to see? This is
the second time we've gone to al! this
trouble and expense for nothing and
nobody, atid if you'll take my advice it
will be the last."
"Mamma Pitcher will hear," the girl
protested
The mother bit a grape from the!
Novelized by
bunch. She deposited thp skin and
R. Toombs
stones in a Stvres vase on the marble
mantel.
From the Great Play
"Phyllis, what did you have to pay
of the Same Name by
that musician'.'" she asked.
Joseph Medill Patter"Well, his price is a thousand dol
son and Harriet Ford.
lars."
"Good gracious!"
"But I got him for $750. I promised
Copyriflht, 1909, by Joseph Medill
the Advance would help him."
Patterson and Harriet Ford.
"Seven fifty for playing twice. I'd
rather
hear the band." Mrs. Nolan bit
CHAPTER V.
off another grape.
"You don't understand, mamma. EvJ
ful night for Wheeler Brand
erybody's wild over that violinist."
when Nolan made mm man"It seems there wasn't nobody wild
aging editor of the Advance enough to come here."
In these months Brand made a showing
"There wasn't 'anybody,'" spoke
with the paper that was never dreamcorrecting her mother.
rhyllis.
ed of by the owners preceding as being
retorted the
"Well, was there-'Made
of
the
within
range
possibility.
mother as she dropped the grape skin
absolute master of the paper and con '.n a not he: vase
sequently dictator of its policy, the
"Oh dear
Phyllis wailed disconsoyoung man set a pace that the paper's lately as she seated herself before a
rivals found difficult to equal, much small
stand, "don't rub it in, mamma!
less to outstrip His exposure of the I
can't
help it "
scandals in the exclusive world of
who's blaming you, child?"
"Now.
high life insurance finance has thus jonsoled the mother
"There, don't
far proved the most vital reform of
I'm not so disappointed about
his administration. As a result of this ;ry
myself, but I can't bear to see you
crusade, which drove a half dozen snubbed
right and left. You are good
leading officials from almost as many enough to go with any of these people,
United
of
the
companies, the president
shall too. It's that newspaper
and
States stated publicly that "the vast that'syouat the bottom of it.
People
life insurance business of this country won't have
it, or us because of it, and
is now on the soundest financial basis 1 mean to tell
j
your father so too. And
it has ever had."
' that's
these 'at homes' is no
why
in
the
of
But Wheeler Brand
press
good "
stirring events had not forgotten Judge
"Are no good, mamma." tearfully.
Bartelmy In fact, certain activities of
are they? It would have been
"Well,
that estimable individual were just
into suffra-pettiunow under close scrutiny by the one better to put your $750
in with
Tint's
what
you
gets
could
he
if
be pretime reporter, who,
1
not
to
care
the
that
people
right
vailed on to speak concerning it,
tote, but I dou't want the men to say
might possibly observe that the judge I can't."
was very soon to have an opportunity
Sylvester Dolan interrupted the con-- I
to make a few explanations which versation
between mother and duugh-- !
would be received with undoubted in- ter
before them with bis
by
appearing
terest by the public. The young edi- bosom friend. Max
who be-- j
tor's suit for the hand of Judith Bar- lieved himself to havePowell,
the makings of
telmy might be said, since we are a master poet. It was with
deepest
dealing with a judge's family, to be in
Nolan son presented
statu quo. She was still waiting for pride that the
sallow faced and
him "to become sane," as she bat ex- Powell, long haired,
to bis mother and sisdressed,
seedily
pressed herself to him. A girl of lofty ter. Sallow faced? Indeed, his counprinciples and of decided strength ol tenance had that
sickly greenish yelcharacter, she could not see his duty low
hue, that comes from long defrom his viewpoint. Perhaps it was
all quite natural, quite womanly, quite vouring of the muses and long abstinence from the devouring of food.
daughterly, that she should subscribe
"Hello, mamma!" he cried enthusito
in
her
father's side
the
absolutely
momentous case of "JUDGE BAR- astically. "Here's a friend of mine
TELMY VERSUS THE PEOPLE, want you to know -- Mr. Powell, the
WHEELER BRAND AND THE AD- poet."
"How do you do, Mr. Powell? You
VANCE."
look as if if would be easy for you to
was
to
She
her father, and she
loyal
was trying to be loyal to her lover, write poetry. Do you know, poetry
and the task was becoming more and just sets me wild!"
Sylvester patted Toweil on the back.
more difficult. Yet she waited, and
"Well, this lad's going to make a
Wheeler Brand waited, and each prayed that the other would end the ordeal big noise in poetry some day. Phyllis,
you must have heard of Powell.
My
and heal two breaking hearts.
old man!"
sister,
we
find
Wheeler
Brand
proToday
"Won't you have a cup of tea. Mr.
ceeding toward the luxurious Nolan
home on a fashionable residential thor- Powell?" invited Mrs. Nolan, visibly
oughfare to visit the proprietor of the impressed by the presence of a poet ut
paper to band him a statement of the her home.
Powell started confusedly to utter
Advance's progress, to discuss matters of editorial policy and to confer his thanks. Be did not seem
at the offer.
regarding a certain development conSylvester saw the difficulty. "Tea!"
cerning Judge Bartelmy.
"Absinth for Powell!"
At the Nolan home a reception had he exclaimed
Mrs Nolan expressed her regret at
been announced, hundreds of invitations sent out, but the responses did not having any absiutb and left the
not encourage Mrs. Nolan in her so- room, followed by Phyllis, to arrange
cial aspirations.
Society passed her for something for Powell to eat. "Poor
That was the whole story in fellow! He looks hungry," she whisby.
brief. Society, as usual, was ever so pered to Phyllis.
much pleased with itself and was too
Sylvester caught the poet by the
busy to include Mrs. Nolan, Phyllis arm.
"One minute, Powow." he cautioned.
and Sylvester in its divprsions. The
husband and father cared very little "Be sure you don't mention anything
for society, had no time for it, but he to the folks about my little actress!
fondly loved the courageous, warm friend. I don't want them to know
hearted woman who had uncomplainthat I am going to take a crack at.
ingly shared with him the onerous uplifting the statre. The little girl will
just make your
hardships of his early days, and it was be all right. She'll
bis desire to gratify her ambitions as libretto bum. She'll fill it with perBuild up all those weak
well as those of his daughter.
The sonality.
fortune he bad plucked from Nevada's places. You know. Powow, there are
Where's that poem for her:
flinty bosom enabled him to be gener- some
Finished yetV"ous, and be smiled approvingly on ev
"Yes, it's here somewhere," fumbling
ery new extravagance of Mrs. Michael in a
pocket.
Nolan. Therefore if she was socially
"Have you made it amorous for the
ambitious she must have her way and
little girl?"
be allowed to carry on her campaign
for
Of course I tried
for recognition in whatever fashion she to"Judge in yourself.
your vein as well as I could,
chose. Certainly the home he bad es- so write
that there would be no doubt to the
tablished was a Dtting vantage ground
authorship."
from which to wage a war of dollars
Sylvester read the lines:
against the precipitous embattlements
Oh, Guenevlere, how sweet my dear!
with which the city's Four Hundred
My spirit soars In dreams denied.
had encircled its camp. Palatial in
Worlds beyond worlds with thee, my
bride
size, the Nolan residence was equally
and
in
its
"I
like that much," he andon't
only
furnishings,
palatial
the magic word from the magic lips nounced
when he had finished.
of a single member of the magic realm "Bride! Is it necessary to put that in
of "the aristocracy" was necessary to writing? Besides, it don't sound as if
send monogram med coaches in long I wrote it. Now, does it. Powow',
lines to the Nolan doors, to fill the cost- old chap? Fess up."
ly rooms with distinguished faces, to
"I hope it doesn't sound as if I wrote
fill to overflowing with happiness the it."
"I thought you'd see it. Now. change
yearning heart of Mrs. Michael Nolan.
.
But the word had not yet been
that and it's a knockout drop. Can't
you cha nge it
now? And I'll
It was now late in the afternoon
send it to the lit- at the Nolan home. Phyllis walked
across the drawing room, irritation
tie girl tonight
on a bed of orplainly marking her pretty pink and
chids. Make it
white face. The music of a string
orchestra stationed in the conservasomething beginning with "ruby
tory ceased. She addressed a servant
know
lips'-y- ou
who stood at attention at a door at the
the sort of guff
right which led to the dining room.
and then here
"Pitcher," she said discouragedly, "I
and there 'eyes
don't think any one else will come, so
like night, full
tell the musicians they can go."
of delight.' some"Yes, Miss Phyllis."
At this point Mrs. Nolan came stormthing on that or'a
der."
of
bunch
in,
carrying
huge
ing
Powell sat and
grapes in her band.
wrote for a few
"Pitcher. I noticed those caterr
minutes. "Here."
are drinking all the champagne, and I
said.
he- - Jlnalli
want it stopped," she ordered loudly.
Pitcher bowed and went out.
ii our euests won't come here to s
Continued on Page Ten.)
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